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who wrote the book of mormon
an analysis of wordprintsWordprints

wayne A larsen alvin C rencher and tim layton

the problem of book of mormon authorship has challenged
historians and theologians since the book was published in 1830 op-
ponents of the book have claimed thatjosephthat joseph smith wrote it himself
or that an accomplice such as solomon spaulding or sidney rigdon
penned it and somehow transferred it to joseph smith 1 the
defenders of the book maintain that it is just what it claims to be a
sacred record written on metal plates by many ancient authors and
translated by joseph smith with divine assistance and direction
joseph smith history 262 65

both sides present arguments to strengthen their case pro-

ponents note that proper names and cultural traits found in the book
have been validated by recent middle eastern research 2 while2whileawhile op-
ponents point out the similarities between the books theology and
the religions of early nineteenth century upstate new york 3 book of
mormon apologists find evidence of hebrew and other ancient
writing styles in the book 4 but detractors point to the grammatical
mistakes in the earlier editions as evidence that there could have been
no miraculous translation 5 both sides also cite archaeological
evidence to defend their points of view

one element missing in all of this literature is an approach that
would allow for quantification of the evidence followed by a rigorous
and objective statistical analysis as a test of the competing claims the
book purports to have been written by a number of ancient authors
we can now test this claim scientifically by combining certain

wayne A larsen is director of advanced research systems eyring research institute inc and a part time
faculty member in statistics at brigham young university
alvin C rencher is a professor of statistics at brigham young university
tim layton was a senior student in statistics at brigham young university during the time this article was
prepared

see lester E bush jr the spaulding theory then and now dialogue A journal ofofmormonmormon
thought 10 1977 40 69 for anin excellent summary

2seeaseeee hugh nibley an approach to the book ofmormonof mormon 2ndand ed salt lake city deseret book co
1964

secsee thomas F odea the cormonsmormons chicago univ of chicago press 1957 and eber D howe
mormonimormonism invadedunvailedunvaded sic or a faithful account of that singular imposition and delusion atomfromftomheombeom its rise to
the present time plainsvillePlains ville ohio npap 1834

asee4seeeejohndejohnjohn A tvedtnes hebraisms in the book of mormon A preliminary survey brigham young
university studies 11 autumn 1970 50 60 and john W welch chiasmus in the book of mormon
BYU studies 10 autumn 1969 69 84

see brodie crouch the mythalyth ofmormonof mormon inspiration shreveportsheveportSheveport la lambert book house 1968
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assumptions of modern linguistics with new advances in the statistical
analysis of texts

for our analysis we started with a basic assumption that in-
dividual authorsauthors leave something analogous to a fingerprint in all
their works each authors style has some subconscious individualistic
patterns that are not easily altered these patterns form his unique
I1 1 wordprintwoodprintwordprint the growing number ofofwordprintwordprintwoodprintwordprint studies includes in-
quiries into the authorship of letters biblical books and ancient
greek works 6

stylometrySTYLO METRY

our approach is sometimes referred to as the science of
stylometrystylometry 7 which can be defined loosely as statistical analysis of
style it is also called computational stylistics we do not use the
word foyestyestylestyre in the literary sense of subjective impressions characterizing
an authors mode of expression we must deal with countable items
which are amenable to statistical analysis we look then for what is

frequent but largely unnoticed the quick little choices that confront
an author in nearly every sentence such choices become habits so
the small details flow virtually without conscious effort

one writer on this subject douglas chretien used the term
linguistic fingerprint to describe an authors subconscious pattern

of usage of the language features which uniquely characterize his
writings he stated the conscious features of style can be im-
itated but the unconscious andarid subconscious features surely can-
not and a test of authorship if it is to be reliable must be built on
them 8

6somesomecsome of these studies are glade L burgon an analysis of style variations inin the book of mormon
M A thesis brigham young university 1950 alanalanjaladjJ phipps the lectures on faith an authorship
study MAM A thesis BYU 1977 L lamar adams and alvin C rencher A computer analysis of the
isaiahsilahsalah authorship problem BYU studies 15 autumn 1974 95 102 L lamar adams and A C rencher

the popular critical view of the isaiah problem inin light of statistical style analysis computer studies inin
the humanities and verbal behavior 4 1973 149 57 roger fowler linguistics stylistics criticism 7 inm
contemporary essays on style ed glen A love and michael payne glenviewGlenview ill111iliiiilii scott foresman and
company 1969 C douglas chretien reviewsreviews who wasjuniuswasjumus7WasjuninsJunius andvadiaadiandi A statisticalmethodforstatisticalmethodfordeterminingdetermining
authorship thejuniusThe Junius letters 1769 1772 inin languages 40 1964 85 90 harvey K mcarthur KAI fre-
quency inin greek letters new testament studies 15 1969 339 49 M levison A Q mortonMonomononandnandand A D
winspearWmspear the seventh letter ofplatoof platopiato mind new series vol 77 1968 ppap 109 25 david wishanwishart and
stephen V leach A multivariate analysis of platonic prose rhythm computer studies inin the
humanities andanyandverbalbehaviorvolverbalbehaviorVerbal Behavior volvoi 3 no 2219701970 90 S michaelson and A Q mononmorton last words
new testament studies 8819721972 192 208 W C wake sentence length distribution ofgreekof greek authors
journal odtheoftheof theramrpm royalroyalstatisticalsocietystatistical society series A vol 70 1957 p 331 james T mcdonoughjrmcdonoughjr com-
puters and the classics computers and the humanities 2 1967 3737057040 noam chomsky language and
mind new york harcourt brace jovanovich 1972 yehuda T radday the unity of isaiah computer-
ized tests inin statistical linguistics unpublished reports israel institute of technology 1970 ppap 1 172
claude S brinegarBrmegar mark twain and the quintis curtis snodgrass letters A statistical test of
authorship journal odtheof rhethe american statistical association 53 1963 85

ihjaq7aqQ mononmorton literary detection new york charles scribners sons 1979
chretien reviewsreviews p 87
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in the literature of stylistic analysis we find many references9

claiming that for a given author these habits are not affected by
1 passage of time 2 change of subject matter or 3 literary form

they are thus stable within an authors writings but they have been
found to vary from one author to another we give two examples
which illustrate this approach to authorship identification

the first concerns the controversy over the authorship of twelve
of the eighty five federalist papers although the federalist papers
were first published anonymously it was later found that five were
written byjohnjayJohnJayby john jay and that the rest were divided between alexander
hamilton andjamesand james madison although authorship of seventy three
of the papers was determined there was still a question as to whether
hamilton or madison wrote the remaining twelve

two statisticians mosteller and wallace compared the twelve
disputed papers to other of hamilton s and madisonsmatisonsMadisons writings us-
ing frequency of usage of the small filler words they found over-
whelmingwhelming evidence favoring madison as the author of all twelve
disputed papers 10

As a second example whenjanewhewhen janenjane austen died in 1817 she left an
unfinished novel along with a summary A few years ago an
anonymous admirer completed this novel and published it she was a
highly skilled author and tried her best to imitate the style of jane
austen she succeeded very well in the conscious elements of style
but failed totally in the subconscious habits of detail when these
habit patterns were examined the difference was clearly evident I1 I1

we made the same assumption then that has been generally ac-
cepted and proven widely applicable each author has a wordprintwoodprintwordprint
we coined the term wordprintwoodprintwordprint to describe a writers linguistic
fingerprint or habit patterns of usage of noncontextualcontextualnon words

the noncontextualcontextualnon words which have been most successful in
discriminating among authors are the filler words of the language
such as prepositions and conjunctions and sometimes adjectives and
adverbs authors differ in their rates of usage of these filler words

some previous investigators of authorship identification have
oversimplified the problem some have chosen a definition of word
print and then have taken several controversial passages from an
author and tested for statistically significant differences in the word
print between passages if any statistically significant differences

see morton literary detection p 96
frederick mosteller and david L wallace inference and disputed authorship the federalist

reading mass addison wesley 1964
mononmorton ppap 18991189 91
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occurred they assumed different individuals had authored the
passages we believe a larger view must be taken in addition to
comparing several passages written by the same author we must also
compare them with the works of a control group of contemporary
authors conceivably an individual author might produce word
prints which differ in a statistically significant manner and yet be con-
sistent within themselves when compared with other authors word
prints we have taken this into consideration in our study by in-
cluding authors who were contemporaries of joseph smith

we propose to test the assumption that the book of mormon was
written by one author joseph smith or whomever against the alter-
native hypothesis of multiple authorship if the book were written by
several people we should statistically reject the hypothesis of single
authorship showing multiple authorship would be strong evidence
for joseph smiths account of the origin of the book since it is the
primary explanation which asserts multiple authors finding single
authorship would not necessarily invalidate the believers claims
however because it is logically possible that even though joseph
smith had divine direction in translating he might have paraphrased
the text into his own words this argument would also hold for mor
mons abridgment but then there would be other authors in nephi
and moroni that joseph smith could have received the translation
word for word in a uniform literary mode with all style differences
between authors obliterated is yet another possibility

BOOK OF MORMON CLAIMS OF NUMEROUS AUTHORS

according to the book of mormon itself numerous prophets
whose lives cover a period of over a thousand years wrote the book
three and one half centuries after the birth of christ mormon real-
ized that his writing would soon come to an end but he was shown in
vision that a later people would profit from it acting on divine in-
structions he made a very brief abridgment of the records in his
charge engraving it on gold plates he passed these plates on to his
son moroni who added to the record and then deposited it in the ap-
pointed place for safekeeping with this record compiled by mor-
mon and moroni joseph smith also found a much smaller rerecordcord
I1 I1 the small plates which contained the early history of these people
beginning with their departure from jerusalem soon after 600 BC
most of this smaller record was written by nephi and his younger
brother jacob who were in the original group which left jerusalem
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joseph smith used this original material in place of mormon s abridg-
ment covering that period thus according to the text there were
four major engravers of the gold plates mormon moroni jacob
and nephi and a few minor engravers as well see appendix A

in addition the abridgers of the record often appear to be
quoting from other authors for example mormon recorded the com-
mandmentsmandments given by alma to his son helaman alma 36 37 since
quotation marks do not appear anywhere in the book of mormon the
question remains as to whether these passages are verbatim or
paraphrased 12

for the purpose of the statistical tests we started with two
assumptions 1 that each of the major engravers and those they
quote were distinct individuals and 2 that the writers of each verse
or partial verse could be identified according to information given in
the text we found very little ambiguity as to who wrote what
however identifying the source of each verse or portion of a verse re-
quired careful scrutiny since authorship or source shifts approximately
two thousand times in the text of the book of mormon the follow-
ing example illustrates the rapidity of many of these changes the
two verses are from alma 8

source segment

mormon 19 and as he entered the city he was
an hungered and he said to a man

alma will you give to an humble ser-
vant of god something to eat

mormon 20 and the man said unto him

amulekamules I1 am a nephite and I1 know that
thou art a holy prophet of god for
thou art the man whom an angel sasaidsaldid
in a vision

angel thou shalt receive

amulekamules therefore go with me into my
house and I1 will impart unto thee of
my food and I1 know that thou wilt be
a blessing unto me and my house

when oliver cowdery transcribed the text of the book ofmormonofmormon as dictated bybyjosephjoseph smith he used
very little punctuation the printer inserted most of the punctuation in the original edition of the book of
mormon see BH roberts comprehensive history hoftkeoftkeof the church ofjesusofjesus caristchrist oflatterof lafterlatter day saints cen-
tury 1I 6 vols provo utah brigham young university press 1957 1114
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through the process of assigning each quoted segment a source
we identified over one hundred authors or originators twenty two
of these contributed over 1000 words they along with two others
who had close to 1000 words are listed in appendix B in descending
order according to word count 13 As expected mormon is first on the
list with nearly forty percent of the book attributed to him nephi
has the second highest word count the third author on this list
alma is not one of the engravers of the book but was quoted fre-
quently by mormon A very interesting facet of this list is that if all
the words attributed to deity are combined then deity becomes the
third most quoted source in the book 14 with approximately ten per-
cent of the words

NONBOOKNON BOOK OF MORMON AUTHORS

for control and comparison purposes we analyzed the writing of
several nineteenth century authors including that of both sidney
rigdon and solomon spaulding who have been proposed as authors
of the book of mormon we also included other known works by
joseph smith and contemporary works by W W phelps oliver
cowdery and parley P pratt 15 also we analyzed the lectures on
faith plus two sections from the doctrine and covenants finally we
added an article called the paracletesParacletes which was published
anonymously in the times and seasons 16

these word counts were done using the computerized tapes oftheodtheof theohe book of mormon developed by elden
ricks and translation services of brigham young university

some arbitrary definitions were made since in mormon theology the term lord can refer either to
god the father or to his son jesus we classified deity as three distinct authors the father the lord and
jesus we also made the definition that the lord as quoted by isaiah is different from isaiah and also from
the lord in the rest of the book our statistical studies showed that these divisions were largely unnecessary

5forforifor excerpts from the writings ofofjosephjoseph smith sidney rigdon parley P pratt oliver cowdery and
williwilliam W phelps we used a computer disk prepared by alanalanjaladjJ phipps see phipps lectures on faith
cited in fri 6 we are indebted tojictojimto jim callister for providing this disk joseph smiths writings were taken
from articles in the messenger andadvocateand advocate his journal and letters to various individuals joseph smiths
writings included in this study are his own words this is important since many works attributed to josephtojoseph

smith were actually written by his scribes or others see phipps lectures on faith for further informa-
tion sidney rigdonsRigdons writings were taken from the evening and morning star and the messenger andasundand ad-
vocate parley P pratts works were A voice of warning and A short account ofaodaof a shameful outrage oliver
cowdery s writings were taken from six letters published in the messenger andadvocateand advocate WW phelphsphelpssPhelp ss ex-
cerpts were from the evening and morning star and the messenger and advocate the doctrine and
covenants sectionssections uuseded in this study were 101 and 104 solomon spauldingsSpaul dings writings consisted offiveofficeof five ran-
dom selections from manuscript found

we included the paracletespaxacletesParacletes times andseasonsand seasons 6891 92 917 18 to determine whether any of
our 1830 contemporaries appears to be the author of this unsigned article our results were consistently in-
consistent a strong indication that none of the authors used in our study wrote this selection
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methodology

we used three basic statistical techniques multivariate analysis
of variance cluster analysis and discriminant or classification
analysis these techniques will be described below we also used
three basic wordprintwoodprintwordprint definitions 1 frequency of letters 2 fre-
quency of commonly occurring noncontextualcontextualnon words 3 frequency of
rarely occurring noncontextualcontextualnon words although this paper em-
phasizesphasizes the frequency of commonly occurring noncontextualcontextualnon words
all three woodprintwordprintwordprint definitions produced similar results appendix C
contains the 38 common and 42 uncommon words we used they were
selected from a list of words ordered by frequency

multivariate ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE MANOVA

we will first describe multivariate analysis of variance MANOVA

and then present a few examples from the many analyses that we con-
ducted MANOVA is a technique that tests for homogeneity of
groups 17 the similarity of the wordprintwoodprintwordprint patterns from one author to
another to illustrate the procedure suppose that there exists a set of
ten plays ascribed to shakespeare however some scholars
hypothesize that shakespeare wrote only seven of the plays and that
the other three were written by an unknown individual to use
MANOVA we divide the ten plays into two groups one containing the
seven undisputed texts the other the three disputed plays A word
print definition is precisely chosen MANOVA allows us to compare the
wordprintswordprints for the two groups of plays anddeterminesand determines whether the
observed difference in woodprintwordprintwordprint is large in relation to the internal
consistency within each group of plays A large observed difference
would support the conclusion that different authors wrote the two
groups of plays while a small difference relative to the groups inter-
nal consistency would suggest that one author wrote all ten plays

here is an oversimplified numerical example to clarify further the
concept consider a case where we have only two authors with three
different passages from each author we are examining the frequen-
cy of the word anyandwandand find the following frequency results

passage 1 passage 2 passage 3

author A 032052.032032 051.031031 032052.032032
author B 063065.063063 063065065063.063.065 064.064064

17dDFF morrison multivariate statistical methods new york mcgraw hill 1976 chap 5
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frequency in this case means relative frequency ie and appeared
32 times per 1000 words it is clear that if the three selections from
each author are typical the authors will differ in the average frequen-
cy with which they used the word and however if the results were as
follows we could not discriminate between these authors on the basis
of this word

passage 1 passage 2 passage 3

author A 032052.032032 055.055055 068068.068068
author B 042.042042 058.058058 ogi061.061061ogi

on this information alone we could not rule out the possibility that A
and B were the same individual

the MANOVA technique can be applied to any number of authors
and any number of words based on the frequencies it analyzes
MANOVA states the probability of a set of data arising if a single author
wrote all of the materials examined certain statistical assumptions
are required before this probability statement is valid we have
satisfied these sufficiently for the purposes of this study

the writings of our 24 authors were divided into 251 blocks of
text containing approximately 1000 words apiece mormon was
presumed to be the author of 98 of these blocks while the last three
authors mosiah enos and the father had only 1 block each the
frequency of each of the words in appendix C was computed for each
of these 251 blocks 18

in the first analyses the blocks of words attributed to jesus
isaiah and the lord quoted by isaiah were deleted since they agree so
closely with the bible we thus avoid the possibility of these authors
causing significant differences

MANOVA io10 words
book of mormon only

we first compared the 21 remaining authors by using the 10
most frequently occurring words in our list statistically the dif-
ferencesferen ces among the authors are highly significant differences as
large as these simply could not occur if a single author wrote the
book the statistical odds that a single author wrote the book are less
than 1 in 100 billion however this number should not be taken too

rather than use this frequency we generally used the arc sine transformation of the frequency for
statistical requirements the program RUMMAGE was used on all MANOVA analyses see GR bryce MAD
an analanaianalysisysis of variance program for unbalanced designs journal odtheof the royalroyalstatisticalsocietystatistical society series C
applied statistics vol 24 london 1974 p 35
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literally it depends on several assumptions one of which is that we
have a random sample of each author s writings the 100loo100 billion to 1

ratio does imply however that the authors wordprintswordprints vary
significantly with respect to each authors own internal consistency

the 10 words which we compared were and the of that to un-
to zinn it for and behe only one word in was not significantly dif-
ferent across the 21 authors seven of them were significant at less
than the .00010001 level ie the probability that a single author would
produce such disparate results is less than 1 in 10000 in a typical
research study a difference would be labeled significant if its prob-
ability level was 05.0505 less than I11 in 20 or smaller most of the dif-
ferencesferences we found were so large that the associated probability level
was very much smaller than 05.0505

MANOVA 38 words
book of mormon only

the MANOVA was repeated using the 38 frequently occurring
words listed in appendix C with similar results thus the 21 authors
do not appear to be the same individual we have not shown
statistically the existence of 21 distinct styles but have strongly
demonstrated wide divergence among most of the 2211 the pattern of
differences among the authors will be examined further in connection
with the MANOVA which includes non book of mormon authors as
well

MANOMANOVAVA other book of mormon tests
the preceding analyses were repeated using the book of mormon

authors in a variety of contexts these include analyses on word fre-
quenciesquencies analyses on all 24 authors jesus isaiah and the lord as
quoted by isaiah added to the data base analyses on the 42 uncom-
mon words listed in appendix C and analyses on frequency of let-
ters the results were the same in each case we consistently found
extremely low probabilities that the differences among these 24
groups of text could have been produced by a single author there
were no contradictory results

MANOVA 5838 words
including non book of mormon authors

we also compared the writing in the book of mormon with that
of joseph smith and his contemporaries who wrote in the time
period when the book of mormon was published the go90 blocks of
words we used were from joseph smith W W phelps oliver
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cowdery parley P pratt sidney rigdon solomon spaulding the ar-
ticle paracletesParacletes and the lectures on faith it has been suggested
that certain of these men were the authors of the book of mormon

As a control test we first performed a MANOVA using all 38 words
on 341 word blocks from the 33 authors 24 book of mormon plus 9
non book of mormon authors probability that differences as large
as those observed could occur by chance is less than 1 in 10 billion

1 there is some evidence of a wordprintwoodprintwordprint time trend
within the book of mormon ie writers are more similar
to their contemporaries than to writers in other time
periods this needs further investigation

2 the passages quoting the father do not differ
from the combined passages quoting the lord and jesus
but there may be a little difference between quotations
from jesus and those from the lord

3 there is no statistical difference between the
isaiah passages and the lord as quoted by isaiah

4 joseph smiths writing is very different from that
of the author of lectures on faith see appendix E

5 the most salient result however was that none of
the book of mormon selections resembled the writing of
any of the suggested nineteenth century authors 19 the
book of mormon itself offers the strongest evidence for a
clear scientific refutation of the theories that it was written
in the nineteenth century

the MANOVA tests have shown conclusively that 1 the 21 major
groups of book of mormon text we examined were indeed written by
several distinct authors who were individually consistent as suggested
in the book itself and 2 none of the modern candidates whom we
tested for book of mormon authorship wrote any of that text this
leaves joseph smiths account as the only explanation consistent with
these clear yet hitherto unnoticed characteristics of the book of mor-
mon the only alternative would be that in spite of its growing
reputation in scientific circles the theoretical basis of wordprintwoodprintwordprint is not
generally valid but our own results on known nineteenth century
authors provide strong support for the woodprintwordprintwordprint concept

to avoid the possibility that our MANOVA results might be un-
consciously biased by any particular statistical technique we included

nhe result remained true even when we removed formal words reflecting nineteenth century religious
style from the analyses hath unto etc the results depend as much on words such as and of for as on any
of the other words
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two additional analyses cluster analysis and discriminant or
classification analysis

CLUSTER ANALYSIS

cluster analysis takes a series of measurements on a set of obser-
vations and identifies which observations are closest to each other in
this study the series of measurements would be the frequencies of
the 38 words which form the wordprintwoodprintwordprint profile and the set of obser-
vations would be the 1000 word blocks closeness is defined by a
distance measure of the difference between two wordprintswordprints 20 cluster
analysis can be used as an additional test of multiple authorship but
more importantly it can also be used as an informal method of assess-
ing relationships between blocks of words

the major cluster analyses we performed yielded conclusions
similar to the MANOVA results discussed earlier mormonscormonsMormons word
blocks clustered with other blocks by mormon nephis with nephis
king benjamins with king benjamin s etc these results were the
same no matter which definition of wordprintwoodprintwordprint we selected letters
common words or uncommon words the percent of clusterings cor-
responding with the multiple authors as named in the book of mor-
mon was much higher than could have been produced by chance
since these results are very similar to those presented in the MANOVA

sections we include only two examples which show a different ap-
plication of clustering

cluster analysis
24 book ofofmormoftmormo 10 authors

this cluster analysis was for the 24 book of mormon authors us-
ing one observation consisting of each author s total words combined
frequencies of the 38 common words were used as data the purpose
in combining each authors words was to determine how the authors
relate to each other to calculate a distance measure which would
most clearly distinguish the authors we chose the 9 words which
discriminated best in the MANOVA

some results indicating that contemporaries write alike were

1 nephis word blocks paired with his father lehi s

together these then clustered with the group of word
blocks of nephis brotheriacobbrother jacobiacob and of isaiah the prophet
most quoted by nephi and jacob

we used a hierarchical clustering algorithm and the mahaianobismahalanobismahalanabisMahalanobis distance function see PC
mahalanobismahalanabisMahalanobis on the generalized distanceDistulcestuice in statistics proceedings ofnationalof national institute ofofsciencessciences 12
india 1936 49
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2 the lords word blocks grouped with jesus
3 alma s word blocks grouped with those of

amulekamules his missionary companion once combined they
paired with those of abinadi the man who converted
alma s father

4 samuel the lamanite s word blocks paired with
those of nephi son of helaman samuel the lamanite
and nephi were contemporary prophets

5 the word blocks of the lord as quoted by isaiah
paired with the fathers

some contrasting results were

1 mormon s word blocks paired with helamanslamansHe a
bridge of 300 years

2 moronis word blocks paired with zenos even
though these two authors were most widely separated in
time overall moronis word blocks clustered less cor-
rectly than other authors perhaps this is because much
of his writing is an abridgment of the jareditejaredineJaredite record or
quotation from unspecified earlier sources

cluster analysis book of mormon
and non book of mormon authors combined

all 34 authors were used in this analysis with one replication per
author which consisted of all blocks combined for that author As
before 9 selected words were used for the distance calculations

the following results were noted

1 joseph smith s word blocks combined with those
of lectures on faith this pair then combined with oliver
cowdery s see appendix E

2 jacobs word blocks combined with those ofoftheodthethe
paracletesParacletes 21

3 nephi s word blocks combined with lehi s

4 phelpssphelphsPhelpss word blocks and pratts combined
5 the word blocks of the lord and jesus combined
6 almasalmaaimasaimas word blocks amuleksamuletsAmuleks and abinadisAbinadis

combined
7 ammon s word blocks and general moronis

combined

see fh 16
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8 samuels word blocks and those ofofnephinephi the son
of Helheihelamanarnan combined

9 the word blocks of the lord as quoted by isaiah
and those of the father combined

10 mormon s word blocks and helaman s combined
11 moronis word blocks and zeniffs combined

in general word blocks of book of mormon authors clustered
with those of book of mormon authors and word blocks of non book
of mormon authors clustered with those of non book of mormon
authors the tendency of contemporaries to combine was also evi-
dent

discriminant OR classification ANALYSIS

the third and most powerful statistical technique used in this
study was discriminant analysis this procedure reduces the dimen-
sionalitysionality of differences among authors the MANOVA has established
the existence of significant differences in wordprintswordprints from one author
to another however these wordprintswordprints are essentially 383 8 dimensional
profiles ie they are composed of the frequencies of 38 words with
38 words to consider it is difficult to grasp the pattern of separation
between two or more authors the discriminant procedure deter-
mines a set of functions fewer in number than 38 which reveal the
configuration of separation among the authors 22

A discriminant analysis is often followed by a classification
analysis in which the profile of word frequencies wordprintwoodprintwordprint of a
block of words is compared to the average profile of each author and
the block of words is assigned to the most probable author the com-
parisonsparisons are made by means of classification functions which measure
how closely one profile matches another we consider the techniques
of discriminant and classification analysis to be the most powerful
because they are self verifying ie the results tell how well the word
print concept works on the data being studied

discriminant analysis 2000 word blocks
for 21 authors

the discriminant analysis we used was performed in steps the
word which best separates authors was entered first the second best
word next this process continued sequentially until a designated

12thethe discriminant functions can also be used to examine the coefficients of each function so as to
possibly identify it as a meaningful new variable we did not attempt this but the coefficients are available
for someone who may wish to investigate further the nature of the differences among authors
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critical level was reached after which no more words were included in
the analysis in this case 18 words provided a high percentage of the
discriminating power of the 38 words and the amount of computa-
tion was thereby reduced without sacrificing much accuracy 23 we
evaluated and plotted the discriminant functions for each block of
words thus providing a visual display of the differences among
authors some of these plots will be shown see figure 1 p 239 and
figure 2 p 242411

the words selected in this discriminant analysis were then used in
a classification analysis as described above in this phase each block of
words was classified with the author whose wordprintwoodprintwordprint it was closest to
the percent of the correct hits is a measure of how well the authors
can be separated of how unique the profile of word frequencies is for
each author

in the computer run with 2000 word blocks and 18 words
selected 93.3933935953 percent of the blocks were correctly classified this is a
very high success rate for a situation such as this where the number of
groups authors is so large typically the percent of correct classifica-
tions drops off when the number of groups exceeds four or five and
in many applications the percentage of hits is low even when the
number of groups is small the 93.3933953935 percentage in this case was
unexpectedly high

A better method of classifying the blocks of text is to drop one or
more blocks of words from the analysis compute the classification
functions and use these new functions to classify the blocks dropped
thus eliminating the partial circularity of the previous test this was
done on the above data base and in many other cases the results
though not as impressive as the 93 percent just mentioned were con-
sistently in the 70 and 80 percent range still very high percentages for
so many groups we performed many more analyses of this type with
similar results we mention a few

discriminant analysis
non book of mormon authors included

four book of mormon authors who had fewer than 2000 words
were deleted this left 162 blocks of words by 29 authors the first
two discriminant functions see appendix F were evaluated for all
162 observations and are shown in figure 1 the book of mormon
authors are rather widely separated from the non book of mormon
group it should be remembered that this two dimensional plot is

13 eighteen13eighteen discriminant functions were used even though only six were statistically significant the two
18s are coincidental these numbers will usually be different
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essentially a projection of higher dimensional points onto a plane
the actual points in a higher dimensional space are even more
separated than they appear here

taken together these tests strongly reinforce previous conclu-
sions that

1 distinct authorship styles can be readily distinguished within
the book of mormon and

2 the nineteenth century authors do not resemble book of
mormon authors in style

the pattern of separation which can be noticed in figure I11 sug-
gests another interesting observation the 9 non book of mormon
authors are known to be different yet their pattern of variation one
from another is similar to the pattern of variation among the book of
mormon authors this emphasizes the differences among book of
mormon authors and helps clarify that the differences we have found
are neither

1 artifacts of the book which might possibly be typical of other
books nor

2 natural random fluctuations of word frequencies from one
section of the book to another

the presence of isaiah among the book of mormon authors yield-
ed a similar result believers and nonbelieversnonbelievers agree isaiah is a dif-
ferent author than the authors of the rest of the book of mormon
yet none of our statistical tests showed isaiah to particularly stand out
that is mormon nephi and others appeared to be as distinctively
individual as isaiah ififjosephjoseph smith or any other nineteenth century
author had written the book this would not be expected

discriminant analysis of four major
book of mormon authors andjosephanyand joseph smith

the intent in this analysis was to focus on the four major authors
who together account for 62.2622622 percent of the book of mormon these
authors are mormon nephi alma the son of alma and moroni
see appendix B these four were compared with each other and

withjosephwith joseph smith some 91 blocks of 2000 words were available
words of the kingjamesking james version were excluded and 18 words were
selected in the stepwise phase we used four discriminant functions

A plot of the first two discriminant functions is given in figure 2

the following conclusions are apparent from the plot

1 almas writing is different from mormonscormonsMormons since
all of alma s words are taken from mormonscormonsMormons writings we
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can conclude that mormon copied directly from almas
writings and joseph smith translated literally from mor-
mon s writings

2 joseph smiths writing is very definitely distinct
from that of the authors in the book of mormon

3 moronis position between alma nephi and
mormon again indicates that moroni is consistently hard to
classify

in the classification phase 96.7967967 percent of the word blocks were cor-
rectly classifedclassifiedclassifed this number speaks for itself

TWO QUESTIONS

there are two questions that may have occurred to our readers
1 couldcouldjosephjoseph smith have altered his woodprintwordprintwordprint habits by try-

ing to imitate the king james style
from all the research results with which we are familiar the

answer is no
we mentioned the case of the lady who recently tried to imitate

jane austen but whose own wordprintwoodprintwordprint showed through the imitation
when subjected to stylometricstylometric analysis in a number of other cases it
has been shown that where an imitation is compared to the wordprintwoodprintwordprint
of the original the result resembles its creator more than it does the
model 24

2 could the large differences among authors in the book of
mormon be misleading iiee could we findsimilarsindfindssnd similar differences among
several works by the same author

in all the studies we are aware of either no significant differences
were found or at most very few minor differences As near as we can
determine the answer to this question is also no 1525

we elaborate with a few interesting examples one of the
authors assisted inin an analysis of woodprintwordprintwordprint in the book of isaiah 26

although virtually all the higher critics believe isaiah is the product of
two or more distinct authors the adams and rencher work pointed
to a unity of the book of isaiah in fact it showed a greater internal
consistency for isaiah than any other old testament book of that ap-
proximate time period

24 Mortonmononmoronmaron literary detection p 191
251bid251ibidbid ppap 132 37

26adamsadams and rencher the popularpopulax critical view of the isaiah problem ppap 149 57 adams and
rencher A computer analysis of the isaiah authorship problem ppap 95 102
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the unity of some of shakespearesShakespeares plays has also been ques-
tioned but when these plays were subjected to wordprintwoodprintwordprint analysis no
significant variations in wordprintwoodprintwordprint were found within the given plays
an attempt to prove that part or all of shakespearesShakespeares works were
really written by bacon resulted in what was described by AQ
morton as one of history s finest examples of serendipity 27 A man
by the name of william friedman was hired by a prominent baconian
to unravel the ciphers or code which would reveal the identity of
bacon in the text of shakespeare Friedmans study actually refuted
the cipher idea in shakespeare but he became intrigued with ciphers
and went on to publish some very important papers on
decipherment his work led directly to cracking the japanese naval
code in world war II11il 28

another study examined two books by sir walter scott one
written early in his career the other just before he died even though
scott had suffered four strokes during the intervening time period
there were no significant differences in wordprintswordprints either within the
two works or between them 29

conclusions

subject to the usual statistical assumptions and allowance for
error we make the following conclusions

1 the wordprintwoodprintwordprint hypothesis appears to be justified based on
our analysis of known non book of mormon authors each writer
appears to have a unique set of unconscious style characteristics this
profile of usage habits can serve in many cases to identify a piece of
writing as belonging to a particular author just as a fingerprint or
voiceprintvoiceprint can be traced to its owner or originator

2 the results of MANOVA discriminant analysis and cluster
analysis all strongly support multiple authorship of the book of
mormon according to some of the MANOVA results the odds against
the book of mormon having a single author are more than a billion to
one of course the assumptions for MANOVA should be checked for
example it is unlikely that the data can be considered to have come
from a multivariate normal distribution however we used the arc
sine transformation which partially compensated for the lack of
multivariate normality

27 27mortonmorionMorton literary detection p 185 cf ppap 186 88
28 ibid28ibid ppap 184 85
291ibid291bidbid ppap 134 36 142 43
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however the conclusion of multiple authorship does not rest on
the significance tests alone one of the most telling arguments is pro-
vided by the plots of discriminant scores in which the variation among
known authors such as joseph smith sidney rigdon PPPP pratt and
others is seen to be very similar to the variation among book of mor-
mon authors thus if one questions the highly significant results of
the MANOVA by suggesting that the differences may be statistically
significant but possibly reflect only minute real differences we can
clearly refer to the graphs of discriminant functions to show that the
differences among book of mormon authors are of the same
magnitude as the differences among known authors

conversely the MANOVA results reinforce the discriminant func-
tion plots these plots exhibit a very convincing pattern of separation
among authors with the backup of significance tests this separation
becomes very real and there remains little doubt of its validity

in further support of the MANOVA results it should be noted that
most of the 38 words were individually significant ie the 24
authors differed from each other on each word considered separately

this finding of multiple authorship has several implications
1 it does not seem possible that joseph smith or any other

writer could have fabricated a work with 24 or more discernible
authorship styles wordprintswordprints the 24 authors do not appear in 24
separate blocks of connected words but are shuffled and intermixed
in very arbitrary manner how could any single author keep track of
38 actually more than 38 word frequencies so as to vary them not
only randomly from one section to another but also according to a
fixed underlying pattern particularly more than a century before
scholars realized that word frequencies might vary with authors

2 the implications for translation are that the process was both
direct andandjiteralliteral and that each individual authors style was pre-
served possibly it was given to joseph smith word for word if not
then he was required to render it in a rather precise format with
minimum deviations from the original wordprintwoodprintwordprint the
demonstrated presence of distinguishable authorship wordprintswordprints in
the book of mormon argues for a formal translation in which infor-
mation was transferred but the imprint of the original language re-
mained

3 the book of mormon authors taken individually or collec-
tively do not resemble any of the nineteenth century authors which
we considered taken individually or collectively these authors inin-
cludecludejosephdejosephcluciu joseph smith and his contempories who have been considered
as possible contenders for authorship of the book of mormon the
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overwhelming evidence given by MANOVA and discriminant analysis
and to a lesser extent by cluster analysis should discredit the alter-
native theories that joseph smith solomon spaulding or others
wrote it

the separation between book of mormon and non book of mor-
mon authors was established by both MANOVA and discriminant
analysis especially convincing were the plots of the first two discrimi-
nant functions in these plots the two groups could be cleanly
separated by a straight line an extremely rare occurrence in discrimi-
nant analysis studies this visual separation was confirmed by the
MANOVA significance test and the possibility that the observed pat-
tern was a chance arrangement was thus ruled out

4 an analysis of letter counts not detailed in this paper yield-
ed similar results to the word count data letters are obviously a
rough way of detecting woodprintwordprintwordprint since many contextual words con-
tribute to the letter count the method however seems to be fairly
effective

5 in a cluster analysis including both book of mormon and
non book of mormon authors the book of mormon authors clustered
with themselves and the nineteenth century authors clustered with
themselves

6 each of the discriminant analyses was followed by a
classification analysis where each block of words was classified accord-
ing to which authors woodprintwordprintwordprint it most resembled when all the
blocks of words were used in computing the classification functions
and then submitted one by one for classification the percentage of
correct classifications varied from 69 to 100 when one block at a
timetime was withheld from computation and then submitted the
percentage of correct classifications varied from 50 to 81 percent
these percentages are rather high considering the number of authors
being classified and therefore reinforce the multiplicity of authors
conclusion shown by the MANOVA and discriminant analysis

7 an analysis was done using 42 words which were not among
the 38 words used in the previous analyses these 42 words occurred
less frequently than the 38 the MANOVA results also showed the
book of mormon authors differ from each other in their rates ofusage
of these words in fact the indicated level of significance showed the
differences to be even more highly significant than those determined
with the 38 words

our study has shown conclusively that there were many authors
who wrote the book of mormon
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APPENDIX A

number of words by engravers

engravers words percent
of book

mormon 174610 65165.1651gyi

nephi 54688 20.4204204

moroni 26270 9.89898

jacob 9103 343.434

enos 1157 4.4

Arnarnalekiamalekiamalekaaleki 919 3.3

jarom 731 3.3

omni 160 1.1

amoronamaron 154 1.1

abinadomAbinadom 96 0.0

chemishchamish 69 0.0

APPENDIX B

major book of mormon writers

author words percent
of book

mormon 97777 36.5365365

nephi 29320 10.9109log

alma 11II 19777 7.47474

moroni 19408 7.27272

lord 12200 4.64646

jesus 9654 3.6363656

jacob 8493 3.2323252

isaiah 6478 2.42424

helaman 5121 1.919lg19

lehi 4634 1.71717

lord quoted by isaiah 4355 1.616lgig
zenos 4230 1.616iglg

benjamin 4204 1.616lgig

amulekamules 3158 1.212
samuel the lamanite 3068 1.111iili
general moroni 2970 1.111liii
abinidiabinido 2767 101.0
ammon 2417 9.9
nephi son of helaman 2214 8.8

angel 1 2083 8.8

zeniff 1811 7.7

mosiah 1167 4.4
enos 967 4.4

father 961 4.4
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APPENDIX C

frequently occurring noncontextualNoncontextual words

word number of word number of
occurrences occurrences

and 10000 with 1161
the 10000 yea 987
of 8268 should 945
that 5717 by 882
to 5160 as 825
unto 2955 upon 819
in 2783 but 818
it 2665 also 795
for 1990 from 761
be 1928 there 668
which 1716 because 651
a 1673 these 633
not 1653 therefore 576
came 1550 when 576
pass 1486 if 541
behold 1456 even 528
all 1401 into 520
this 1223 would 494
now 1178 forth 484

infrequently occurring noncontextualNoncontextual words

out 467 about 210
after 442 must 196
among 442 then 192
against 433 every 181
thus 428 what 160
according 422 nevertheless 158
again 398 until 148
may 397 exceeding 143
no 371 thereof ill111lilliiili
wherefore 368 through 86
before 349 towards 72
might 345 verily 69
or 333 notwithstanding 64
on 322 whatsoever 58
at 313 lest 54
away 305505 whether 39
an 297 nay 38
so 282 ever 27
over 262 whereby 25

0 229 thereby 24
could 210 between 23

these counts overflowed the printout field on the computer therefore exact counts
are not available
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APPENDIX D

miscellaneous tests internal to the book of mormon

we comment briefly on two questions we tried to resolve using MANOVA the
first question involves the unity of isaiah many present day bible scholars accept the
theory that there were at least two authors of the book of isaiah the principal divi-
sions are chapters 1 39 and 40 66 we compared these two using word frequencies
for the portions available in the book of mormon although we ran this test four
times we could get no significant results this means we were unable to detect any
statistical difference which would support the theory that isaiah has more than one
author

the sermon on the mount as recorded in matthew was compared with jesus
teachings to the nephitesNephites as recorded in 3 nephi excluding chapters 12 14 which
contained material similar to the sermon on the mount there were 2 replications
1000 word blocks for the sermon on the mount in matthew and 7 for jesus inin

3 nephi due to the small number of blocks it was necessary to run 5 analyses of 4
words each only 1 of the 5 tests achieved a probability level as low as 05oy05.05 thus
there is little evidence of a style disparity between jesus in the new testament ser-
mon on the mount and jesus in 3 nephi excluding sermon on the mount material

again a word of cautioncaution is needed the tests on isaiah andiesusandiand jesusesus involved much
smaller sample sizes than the tests on the book as a whole therefore statistical dif-
ferencesferen ces would be harder to find even if there were a real difference
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APPENDIX E

lectures on faith

who protewroteprofe the lectures on faith
most latter day saints attribute the lectures on faith to joseph smith however

historians have long been doubtful of this identification since the lectures were
originally published unsigned recently alan J phipps completed an authorship
study on the lectures on faith 30 our conclusions largely support his results with
some differences as described below

first a cluster analysis was performed on the 9 non book of mormon authors
the lectures on faith paired with the writings of sidney rigdon which is the same
general conclusion that phipps made

discriminant analysis non book of mormon only
in this analysis each of the 7 lectures of the lectures on faith was counted as 1

block there were 7 blocks for 7 lectures
the computation set consisted of 7 non book of mormon authors with 36 blocks

of 2000 words eight words were used as dependent variables and 4 discriminant
functions were retained

A plot of the first two discriminant functions shows 6 out of the 7 lectures group-
ing with sidney rigdonsRigdons known writings there is no overlap of this group with
other writers the fifth lecture is rather distant from this group and is somewhat
closer to W W phelpssphelphsPhelpss group the fifth lecture has only 772 words which may not
be sufficient for a stable estimate of word frequencies

in the classification phase 88.9889889 of the blocks from the computation set were
correctly classified the lectures of the lectures on faith were classified as follows

lecture ist choice probability 2ndand choice probability
author author

1 S rigdon 1.010loio

2 J smith 524.524524 S rigdon 539559.339339
3 S rigdon 1.010lo10

4 S rigdon 988.988988 J smith 005005.005

5 WwwphelpsWWW phelps .461461 P P pratt 367567.367367
6 S rigdon 1.00100loo
7 S rigdon 995.995995 J smith 005.005005

these results differ somewhat from phipps s conclusions he assigned lectures
one and seven to sidney rigdon and five to tojosephjoseph smith he claimed that lectures
two three four and six possessed elements of both mens style and concluded that
these four represented a collaborative effort

aiaaladj30aianjalanjAlanJ phipps thetheibe lectures on faith an authorship study MA thesis brigham young univer-
sity 1977
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APPENDIX F

standardized discriminant function coefficients

word function 1 function 2

and 0350550.35035 0.15015015

the 0.04004004 0.42042
of 0210.21021 0140.14014
that oiloii0.11011 0240.24024
to 0090.09009 0.25025025

unto 0210.21021 olo0.10010
in 0.07007007 0.14014
it 0010010.01 0160.16016
for 0510510.51 0150.15
be 0.08008 0280.28028
which 0080080.08 001ooi0.01001
a 0050.05005 0.11011oii
this 0.01001ool 0290290.29
now 0050050.05 0.07007
with 0020.02002 0.19019019olg
upon 0.04004004 010olo0.10010
but 0.05005005 0020.02002
frfromam0m 0050.05005 0.04004004

therefore olioll0.11011 0240.24024
even 0070.07007 0.03003003005

these are the coefficients for a weighted average thus function 1 35z35zi
04z2 21z3 07z2o07z20 where the Zs are the standardized frequencies of the

words the sizes of the coefficients are related to their importance inin separating the
authors in function 1 the words and of unto for contribute heavily in function
2 the most important contributors are the that to be ralthisthlrazs and therefore
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APPENDIX G

further questions

the study reported here is the first major computer analysis of its kind that we
are aware of it raises a number of questions for further study which we list here

first we need to devise better definitions of wordprintswordprints using for example
phrases as well as words and it came to pass that was undoubtedly one word in
reformed egyptian conversely some words with two or more distinct meanings
should be separated in wordprintwoodprintwordprint definitions

second we need to determine whether the discriminant functions possess any
intrinsic meaning an investigation of this in conjunction with more precise defini-
tions of wordprintwoodprintwordprint might be particularly fruitful

third we need more investigation of wordprintwoodprintwordprint time trends in particular the
jareditejaredineJaredite record should be compared with the rest of the book

fourth we need to take a closer look at why moroni was relatively poorly
classified

fifth we need to determine what differences are introduced by using the 1830
edition of the book of mormon rather than the present edition

finally we need to determine whether some of the mismlsmisclassiflcationsmisclassificationsclassifications are correct
after all for example from the context of alma 29 it is clear that alma is writing
yet mormon does not identify this as a quotation this is the only ininstancestance we found
of this nature did we miss some others A careful misclassification study might
yield some light on this subject
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strawberry canal

dennis smith

strawberry canal flowing down and out
onto the heartland

thousands of pounds of water
passing every second
somber as it passes

it was here along the concrete banks
where giddy swimmers felt the world go by
and on a friday afternoon in june
keiths uncle when he was a boy
remembered being current dragged
along with his dog and the yells
and farmer legs running along the bank
and a strong brown arm grabbing him
just before the siphon
and the sound of his dog going under
rubbing against the planks
and appearing later on the other side
not quite floating but visible

it was as if the sky and water
were playing for keeps
and hadnt told you

but just kept flowing
like you hadnhaan t been there

dennis smith is a poet and a sculptor from alpine utah
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it seems like heaven began on earth
joseph smith and the constitution

of the kingdom of god

thy kingdom come thy will be done in earth
as it is inin heaven

andrew F ehat

in the last issue ofofbyustudiesbyustudiesBYU Studies D michael quinn presented for
the first time a chronology of the council of fifty that annihilates the
previously held theory that this council was one of the most impor-
tant institutions in nineteenth century mormon history 1 formally
organized by joseph smith on 11 march 1844 just three months
before he was murdered at carthage illinois the council of fifty was
his concrete description of the millennial government of god in his
article quinn gave an overview of the organization officers activity
and meaning of the prophet s council of fifty and presented insight
into some of the internal political doctrine that guided council
meetings however he did not present or analyze the governing
directive of the council the constitution of the kingdom of god
nor did he discuss all the parliamentary procedures of the kingdom
that illustrate the theoretical rights powers and limitations of its of-
ficers and members the purposepurposed of this article then is to show that
internal nature role and organization ofofjosephjoseph smith s kingdom
of god

admittedly this study will appear more like a theological
treatise but considering quinn s research there seems little else
significant to say about the external chronology of the council of fif-
ty using materials quinn apparently did not see I1 will do three
things in this article that he did notnet do in his first I1 will provide an

andrew F ehat graduated from brigham young university in mathematics in 1973 he is currently a
graduate student in history a researcher with the religious studies center and an editorial intern with
bigghambrighambiigham young university studies

D michael quinn the council offiftyof fifty and its members 1844 to 1945 brigham young university
studies 20 winter 1980 163 9-
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answer to the question he raised in his article why didjosephdid joseph smith
wait two years after he received the revelation authorizing the ex-
istence of the council of fifty to actually organize it2ita second
although quinn discussed the importance of 7 april 1842 the date
the lord revealed the official name of the council as well as the dates
various council members gave for its formal organization two years
later namely 10 11 and 1513 march 1844 there is one date he did
not discuss I1 will show that the 18 april 1844 meeting of the council
of fifty was without any question the most important one in its
organizational development because it was on that date joseph
smith finalized all the theoretical features of the kingdom of god
and third I1 will present excerpts from william claytonclayton s journals to
demonstrate the essentially spiritual theological and nonmilitant
role of the council of fifty

WHY DID JOSEPH SMITH WAIT
FROM 7 APRIL 1842 UNTIL 18 APRIL 1844

according to daniel 244 45 the lord must take the first step in
establishing his kingdom the stone that is to roll forth and consume
all other nations has to be cut out of the mountain without
hands that is by god the first step to coalesce the randomly scat-
tered and partially developed themes of the kingdom fostered within
the church priesthood organization appears to be the revelation to
joseph smith on 7 april 1842 3 on this date the full title of the
kingdom was revealed

verily thus saith the lord this is the name by which you shall be
called the kingdom of god and his laws with the keys and power
thereof and judgment in the hands of his servants ahman christ 4

no other government has had such a prestigious title furthermore
to show the stark contrast between the ideals of government hinted at
in this title and those operating upon the earth joseph smith began
to teach that mans attempts at government had come woefully short
both in principle and in practice

in july 1842 three months after receiving this revelation joseph
smith published an essay in the times and seasons entitled the

21bidbid ppap 164 65
joseph F smith minutes of the council of fifty 10 april 1880 used by special permission since 1957

a typed version of these minutes has been available at special collections harold B lee library brigham
young university provo utah the typescript does not give any source though there are minor errors in
the typescript the date given for the revelation is correct

asee4seeee entry in william clayton journal for I11 january 18418455 included with this article there are many other
sources for this text but clayton seems to be copying from the original minutes which were in his possession
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government of god 5 in it he said the governments of men have
failed in all their attempts to promote eternal power peace and hap-
piness even our nation which possesses greater resources than
any other is rent from center to circumference with party strife
political intrigues and sectional interest 6 joseph smith called
isaiah 3322352253225522 the political motto of ancient israel and note how un-
mistakably close to the revealed name of the council of fifty this
motto is the lord is our lawgiver the lord is our judge the lord
is our king and he shall reign overusovelusover us 7 to bring about this ideal
state of things the prophet said great confusion and destruction
would have to occur throughout the world the world has had a fair
trial for six thousand years the lord will try the seventh thousand
himself 8 though he did not give many details of the ancient
government of god joseph smith did say the following

the government was a theotheocracydacy they had god to make their laws and
men chosen by him to administer them they were led in both
civil and ecclesiastical affairs so will it be when the purposes of
god shall be accomplished when the lord shall be king over the
whole earth and jerusalem his throne the law shall go forth
from zion and the word of the lord from jerusalem 9

this is a preciously limited description ofjosephofjoseph smiths precise ideas
of the nature of the kingdom and he knew it for he said a month
later 1 I have the whole plan of the kingdom before me and no
other person has 10

other theological developments that year have a specific bearing
on the organization of the kingdom of god in may of 1842 joseph
smith introduced the temple endowment and anointed nine men
to become hereafter kings and priests consistent with john the
revelator joseph smith anointed them kings and priests who
shall reign on the earth during the millennium 12 however in
september of 1843 a year later joseph smith did attend to the tem-
ple ordinances that actually made mortals kings and priests
joseph smith on 27 august 1843 a month before first administering
these ordinances taught that this ordination as a king and priest
conferred the ultimate legitimate power of government

this editorial is reprinted in full in teachings odtheoftheof the prophetprophetjosephjoseph smith comp joseph fielding smith
salt lake city deseret book company 1967 ppap 248 54

ibid p 249
ibid p 252
ibid
ibid
joseph smith history odtheof the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof latterlaffer day saints ed BH roberts 2ndand ed

rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret news 1932 1951 5139 hereafter referred to as HC
11hcHC 51 2
1212revelationrevelation 205 6 italics supplied
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those holding the fulnessfalness of the melchizedek priesthood are kings and
priests of the most high god holding the keys of power and blessings
in fact that priesthood is a perfect law of theocracy and stands as god to
give laws to the people 13

joseph smith in this discourse also indicated that he had not as yet
conferred on any man in the church the guiness of the priesthood or-
dinancesdinances whereby they were made kings and priests 14

on 28 september 1843 joseph smith inaugurated these higher
ordinances in which he ordained men kings and priests 15 and in the
ensuing five months he conferred them on twenty other men 16 for it
was the dispensation of the fulnessfalness of the priesthood that joseph
smith felt was the mission he was to accomplish 17 hence it should
not be surprising that with one exception all the men upon whom the
fulnessfalness had been conferred by february 1844 were initiated into the
original council of fifty on 11 march of that year 18 therefore in the
period between may 1842 and more particularly september 1843
and february 1844 the organization of the kingdom of god awaited
joseph smiths unfolding of temple theology

thus the two year lapse between 7 april 1842 the date the
founding revelation of the council was received and 111i march 1844
the date the council was actually organized exists because joseph

smith delayed organizing this council until after he had unfolded all
temple ordinances

these ordinances he claimed conferred ultimate priesthood
authority upon men when men were ordained kings and priests and
thereby received the fulnessfalness of the priesthood they were given

zinithsmith teachings p 322
see undated entry inin manuscript entitled scriptural items which matches other manuscript versions

of ofjosephjoseph smiths 27 august 1843 discourse found inin the library archives of the historical department of
the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints church office building salt lake city utah hereafter re-
ferred to as church archives I1 have determined that this manuscript isis inin the hand of offranklinfranklin D richards
who inin 1849 became an apostle of the church see also doctrine and covenants of the church ofjesusofjesus
christ of latter day saints salt lake city the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints 1968 12428124 28
hereafter referred to as daodac and brigham young s comments three weeks beforejosephbegorebefore joseph smiths discourse

found inin HC 55275 527
15joseph smith diary kept by willard richards 28 september 1843 church archives
the twenty men were hyrum smith brigham young heber C kimball willard richards newel K

whitney william marks john taylorTaylotaylorjohntaylorjohnsjohnrJohn smith reynolds cahoon alpheus cutler orson spencer or-
son hyde parley P pratt wilford woodruff george A smith levi richards cornelius P lott william
W phelps isaac morley and orson pratt this isis based on my summary of data on the individuals who
received the endowment before ordinance work began inin the nauvoo temple privately distributed

HCIHC 51405 140 or smith teachings p 258
the exception was isaac morley who was not militated intointo the council of fifty until I11 march 1845

with only two exceptions all the additional men on whom joseph smith conferred the endowment but not
the falnessfulness of the priesthood ordinances were also initiated intointo the council of fifty these men were as
follows george miller amasa lyman lucien woodworth john M bernhisel joseph fielding william
clayton and john P greene the only exceptions are samuel H smith who died inin august 1844 and
joseph young who did not become a member of the council of fifty until 1 march 1845 ehat endow-
ment data summary
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all that could be given to man on the earth 19 with the restoration
of this fundamental source of legitimacy the kingdom of god could
be reestablished for from the mormon point of view governments
which had apostatized from that dominion the lord gave adam had
usurped authority and annulled their priesthood hence worldly
kings anointed by priests who had no priesthood power ultimately
did not have legitimate right to reign 20 it is no wonder then that the
official name of the council the kingdom of god and his laws

7

11 when condensed to its key word ahman
christ means according to the mormon lexicon god anointed
ones seeseed&c9517dacd&c 9517 116

WHAT HAPPENED AT THE 18 APRIL 1844 MEETING

with this theological overview we are ready to discuss the mean-
ing of the 18 april 1844 meeting of the kingdom of god regarding
this meeting william clayton records in his journal that the in-
dividualsdividuals who have been called upon to form the grand K ofofgoagG
were called by revelation this principle was echoed in a revelation to
john taylor 27 june 1882

and now I1 speak unto you who are members of this council and my
kingdom I1 say unto you as I1 said unto my disciples of old ye have not
chosen me but I1 have chosen you I1 called you by my servant joseph
smith and by my servant brigham young and by my servant john
taylor 21

this calling included the three nonmembersnonmembers of the church who were
members of the council of fifty uriah brown edward bonney and
merinus G eatonbaton for according to the above revelation given to
john taylor the lord said 1 I moved upon josephdoseph smith totp in-
troduce into my kingdom certain parties not in my church 22 with
the ultimate source of representation of god on earth inherent in the
priesthood having only church members rule would not be fair in a
plural society unless as stated in this 1882 revelation nonmembersmembersnon of
the church be admitted to the right of representation and have

heber C kimball journal kept by william clayton 26 december 1845 church archives
201nin light of this it should be pointed out that the mormonscormonsMormons nevertheless had been cautioned by revela-

tion to be content with pluralism be subject to the powers that be until he reigns whose right it is to
reign dacd&c 5822 to mormonscormons this was not evidence ofaof a patronizing god he had revealed that he had
not only countenancedcountenancer but had also inspired the constitution of the united states there was to be no con-
tradictiontra for he that keepethkeeneth the laws of god hath no need to break the laws of the land dacd&c 58258211

revelation dated 27 june 1882 in notebook collection ofjohnof john taylor revelations notebook given to
annie taylor hyde daughter ofjohnofjohn taylor by emma smith woodruff wife of wilford woodruff xerox
of holograph church archives

ibid
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full and free opportunity of presenting their views interests and prin-
ciples and enjoying all the freedom and rights of the council 23

the leaders of the council of fifty did not consider the presence
of nonmembersmembersnon of the church as members of the council to be a
dilution of its priesthood undergirdingsundergirdings rather they accepted what
joseph smith had taught them namely that in the initial stages of
the millennium the council would participate in concert with men of
differing religious and political persuasions apparently the highest
ranking representatives of non mormon political systems would be
invited to come and present the views interests and principles of
their constituency in december 1842 the prophet had interpolated
the book of revelation phrase reign on earth to mean reign over
the earth he explained that immortal men including christ
would not dwell permanently on the earth but would only visit it dur-
ing the millennium day to day government would therefore be left
to mortals furthermore joseph smith explained the earth would
still have a pluralism of governments and religions in the early part of
those thousand years

there will be wicked men on the earth during the thousand years the
heathen nations who will not come up to tojerusalemjerusalem to worship will be
visited with the judgments of god eg no rain zechariah 1417
and must eventually be destroyed from the earth 24

because the kingdom of god was conceived of god it could be a
government of a plural society without prostituting its principles the
way that such an apparently unrealizable ideal could be achieved was
what joseph smith made known during the 18 april 1844 meeting

when the prophet began the meeting he initiated joseph W
coolidge and david S hollister and then added lyman wights
name to the list of members the council then had a total of fifty
men sitting in the circle with that accomplished joseph smith an-
nouncednounced now we have the number which the lord requires but
we will take a few more on our own hook 25 the term council of
fifty then became the familiar name of the kingdom of god and
his laws when it was mentioned in public although the name

council of fifty has been considered by scholars merely as a

231bidibid
21 smith teachings ppap 268 69

leonard john nuttall minutes of the council of fifty 12 october 1880 used by special permission
hereafter referred to as minutes followed by date subsequent to the 18 april 1844 meeting william smith
andjedediahand jedediah M grant were included in the pre martyrdom council much in the same manner as alternates
are called into the churchschurche priesthood organization the high council alternate councilorscouncillorscouncilors are officially
called in case regular members of the high council are absent
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nickname 26 as seen here it was an essential feature of the council to
have a particular size and hence this official title

joseph smith next asked the committee assigned the responsibili-
ty of drafting the constitution of the kingdom of god to report their
progress although this committee had not been organized until a
week before the 18 april 1844 meeting the council from the very
beginning had considered drafting a constitution at the first of two
10 march 1844 preliminary organizational meetings joseph smith
had assigned the entire council the task of amending the constitu-
tion of the united states to become the voice ofjehovah 27 at
the 11 april meeting joseph smith had given the assignment to a
committee of three during the week the committee had tried to
draft the constitution though the prophet had not been at the
meeting of the committee of the council in the afternoon of
14 april he too during the week had attempted to help draft the
document 28

committeeman john taylor reported to the council that the
committee had worked & strovestrove to get up such a constitution as
would suit our feelings but could not do it the prophet then told
the council that he knew they could not draft a constitution worthy
of guiding the kingdom of god 29 and that he had gone before the
lord and had received the constitution by direct revelation

ye are my constitution and I1 am your god and ye are my
spokesmen therefore from henceforth keep my commandments 30

though this statement may seem short and more on the order of
a preamble to a constitution council members viewed it quite dif-
ferentlyferent ly john taylor said

these words are pregnant with meaning & full of intelligence &

point out our position inin regard to these matters it isis expected of us
that we can act right that our interests are bound up in the king-
dom of god that we should consider we are not acting for ourselves
but that we are the spokesmen of god selected for that purpose in the
interest of god & to bless & exalt all humanity we acknowledge him
as our god and all men who enter this body must acknowledge him
here there isis a peculiapeculiarypecul1arys1peculiarlyry siojiosiccj significance to these things which needs
some consideration 31

hyrum L andrus joseph smith and world government salt lake city deseret book company
1919585 8 ppap 3 4 klauskiausklausjklausaJ hansen quest for empire the political kingdom of gogovgodd anandd the counciloffiftycouncil offffty
in mormon history lansing midimich michigan state university 1967 p 61 and quinn the council of
fifty and its members 1844 to 1945 p 169

2727josephjoseph smith diary 10 march 1844 church archives
311211joseph211joseph smith diary 14 april 1844 and HC 6333
19minutes19minutes 8 april 1881
30joseph30joseph F smith minutes of the council of fifty 21 april 1880 see note 3
31 31minutesminutes 8 april 1881
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orson pratt in regard to this has said

in the church we take the law of god & his priesthood as the con-
stitutionstitution of his church here in this council we have a living constitu-
tion not a written one which we must conform to 32

the implicit breadth of this constitution was staggering to coun-
cil members the constitution of the kingdom subsumes those
political principles of mankind consistent with judeofudeo christian
mormon scriptures analogous to this is the case of the strikingly
similar constitutional monarchy of great britian its unwritten con-
stitutionstitution is the sum total of all the basic legislation developed over the
centuries since the magna carta of 1215 joseph smith was serious
then when he said we should gather all the good and true prin-
ciples in the world and treasure them up or we shall not come out
true mormonscormonsMormons 33 one of the grand fundamental principles of
mormonism is to receive truth I1 let it come from whence it may 34

this brief constitution may imply that the council operated in
loose and chaotic fashion however order in the council was assured
by certain parliamentary procedures that were also finalized in the
18 april 1844 meeting given the unwritten nature of the constitu-
tion of the kingdom these parliamentary procedures consequently
take on constitutional proportions

THE RULES OF THE KINGDOM

1 the council is convened and organized by the president of the
church subject to the rules of the kingdom of god he is elected
standing chairman upon convening of the council

2 members of the council sit according to age except the chair-
man

3 according to the order of voting in the council a recorder and
a clerk of the kingdom are elected the clerk takes the minutes of the
meeting and the recorder enters the approved minutes into the official
records of the kingdom they are voting members though they do not
occupy a seat in the circle

4 all motions are presented to the council by or through the
standing chairman all motions must be submitted in writing

5 to pass a motion must be unanimous in the affirmative
voting is done after the ancient order each person voting in turn from
the oldest to the youngest member of the council commencing with
the standing chairman if any council member has any objections he is

31minutes31minutes 12 october 1880
33 smith33smith teachings p 316

ibid p 313
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under covenant to fully and freely make them known to the council
but if he cannot be convinced of the rightnesstightness of the course pursued by
the council he must either yield or withdraw membership in the coun-
cil thus a man will lose his place inin the council if he refuses to act in
accordance with righteous principles in the deliberations of the council
after action is taken and a motion accepted no fault will be found or
change sought for in regard to the motionmotlonmotionmotlon

6 before a man can be accepted as a member of the council his
name must be presented to the members and voted upon unanimously
in the affirmative when invited into the council he must covenant by
uplifted hand to maintain all things of the council inviolate agreeable
to the order of the council before he accepts his seat he must also
agree to accept the name constitution and rules of order and conduct of
the council

7 no member is to be absent from any meeting unless sick or on
council business if this were not the case rule five could be invoked to
invalidate any action of the council

8 A member can be assigned to only one committee of the coun-
cil at a time

9 adjournment and specific date of reconvening the council are
determined by vote the council may be called together sooner at the
discretion of the chairman if the council adjourns without a specific
meeting date sine die it next meets only at the call of the standing
chairman or new president of the church if applicable 35

beginning with rule number two I1 shall discuss the implications
of the most important rules of order of the council the most con-
spicuous feature of william clayton s journal entry for 18 april 1844
is that he lists each of the members except for the officers of the
council according to age joseph smith explained nearly a year
before the way to get along in any important matters was to
gather unto yourself wise men experienced & aged men to assist in
council in all times of trouble 36 this rule of order seems to have
followed precedent established earlier by josephbyjoseph smith in connection
with the priesthood organization of the church when the council
of the twelve apostles waswas organized in 18541834 joseph smith in-
structedstruc ted them to take their seats together according to age the
oldest to be seated at the head 37 they even spoke in order from the
oldest to the youngest 38 while seniority by ordination date

this35this is a compilation of descriptive statements of the rules of order scattered throughout the minutes of
the council offiftyof fifty I1 have prepared a typescript oftheseof these minutes and corresponding diary entries and expect
to publish this compilation in the future

36Wilfordlifordilford woodruffiournalwoodruffjournal 14 may 1843 church archives see also smith teachingsteayeaykachinschings p 299
BH31bh roberts has observed that this arrangement had reference only to the first organization of the

quorum of the twelve after this first arrangement the brethren of that quorum held and now hold their
place in it and preside according to seniority of ordination not of age for further details see note in HC
2219 20 cf dacd&c 124129

times and seasons 6 15 april 1845 869
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eventually replaced seniority by age in the council of the twelve in
the council of fifty seniority was determined strictly by age ec-
clesiastical rank except in the case of the president of the church
had no bearing on standing in the council for example the presi-
dent of the twelve apostles brigham young was ranked twenty
third in the council of fifty

alphabetical lists of the council of fifty do not suggest this rule
of order which gave rise to tensions within the council 39 of par-
ticular interest is the case of lyman wight eldest of the twelve
apostles he first took his seat in the council of fifty on 3 may 1844
he was ranked sixteenth ahead of all his fellow apostles 40 when
brigham young after the martyrdom of joseph smith did not en-
thusiastically renew wights mission to texas that had been arranged
by the 1844 council of fifty lyman wight rebelled and took a com-
pany of saints away anyway so when the council appointed the
president of the presiding quorum of the church president brigham
young as standing chairman of the council of fifty on 4 february
1845 apostle wight was on his way to texas and was not present to
sanction the action this may in part explain why after august 1846
following the death of samuel bent who was ranked second lyman
wight refused to accept brigham youngs election as standing chair-
man he repeatedly stated that nobody under the light of the
heavens exceptjosephexcept joseph smith orjohnforjohnor john smith the president of the fif-
ty could call him from texas 41 sincejohnsinceSinc eJohnjohn smith was ranked third
in joseph smith s council lyman wight considered john smith and
not brigham young president of the fifty wights interpretation
of succession in the council was certainly self serving for in the
council of the twelve apostles he was responsible to president
brigham young but in the council of fifty he thought his age gave
him advantage justifying his rebellion against brigham youngs
authority because he attended only at most three of the seventeen
council of fifty meetings held during the lifetime of joseph smith
possibly lyman wight did not know or forgot the rule that age
seniority did not determine who was to be standing chairman that
office was always to be filled by the president of the church

39forfor example thejosephththe eJosephjoseph F smith minutes of the council of fifty referred to in notes 3 and 30 for 10
and 21 april 1880 included a listing of members joseph F smith originally listed them according to age
the individual who typed the BYU special collections copy of these minutes reshuffled the names into
alphabetical order william claytonsclaytonaClaytons lists for 18 april 1844 and 4 february 1845 are in order of age so are
the lists kept bybyjosephjoseph F smith in his journal under the dates of 10 april 12 october and 31 december 1880
and 8 april 1881 church archives

40hcHC 6363515 1 joseph smith diary and willard richards diary both for 3 may 1844 church archives
41hemanheman hale smith the lyman wight colony in texas 1846 1858 p 21 typewritten manuscript

BYU special collections see abraham H cannon journal 4 april 1894 BYU special collections
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wights thinking carried a step further could have made it possible
for nonmember of the church uriah brown ranked fifth to have
succeeded to the presidency leaving even lyman wight in a
quandary

but this seniority rule certainly is not the most important of the
rules governing the council without any question rule number five
was the most important one to members of the council all the
perplexing questions raised about government in general and
theocracy in particular were answered by this rule it eased their own
anxiety regarding joseph smiths intentions in establishing a
theocracy it qualified the meaning of the action of the 11 april 1844
meeting when joseph smith was anointed prophet priest and
king of the council because of this rule council members did not
feel that they were bound to the fanciful revelations ofjoe smith
whether right or wrong as anti mormonscormons claimed this rule
satisfied members of the council that they were involved in a theo
democratic republican form of government and not a theocratic
tyranny rule five was the unique answer to the inevitable clash be-
tween majority and minority rights it guaranteed freedom of speech
and encouraged the right of dissent to them this ruletuleruieguleguie blended
divine sovereignty and popular sovereignty

As in the constitution of the united states the constitution of
the kingdom of god empowers the government of god in its
legislative capacity more than in any other branch of power the
standing chairman does have veto power but no more than other
members he too is subject to the same rules of righteousness in exer-
cising his franchise if I1 esteem mankind to be in error shall I1 bear
them down asked joseph smith no I1 will lift them up and in
their own way too if I1 cannot persuade them my way is better and I1
will not seek to compel any man to believe as I1 do only by the force of
reasoning for truth will cut its own way 42 joseph smith felt that
these liberal sentiments could be enacted through the agency of the
council of fifty the miracle of fifty men coming to a unanimous
decision would make them spokesmen of god according to the
theory if fifty men seek in candor and order to put self and
represented interest in perspective with all other points of view and
are committed to find the locus where the best interests of all con-
verge then the council will have found the will of god this
unanimous decision clause in rule five is as in the case of rule number

42 smith teachings p 313 italics supplied
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two an obvious duplication of the parliamentary procedures of the
churchschurche leading councils

every decision made by either of these quorums the quorum of the
twelve apostles and the quorum of seventy must be by the
unanimous voice of the same that is every member in each quorum
must be agreed to its decisions in order to make their decisions of the
same power or validity one with the other unless this is the case
their decisions are not entitled to the same blessings which the decisions
of a quorum of three presidents anciently the decisions of these
quorums are to be made in all righteousness in holiness and
lowliness of heart meekness and long suffering and in faith and vir-

tue and knowledge temperance patience godliness brotherly kind-
ness and charity because the promise is if these things abound in them
they shall not be unfruitful in the knowledge of the lord 43

therefore the chairman would not resort to revelation unless the
council was at a stalemate the desire of the nonmembersmembersnon of the
church in the council to avoid revelation as the final say would cer-
tainly be a compelling force for unanimity it could then be argued
that the voting procedure in practice would merely be majority rule
certainly this is so the key of course is whether members of the
council would seriously consider the interests of all in their delibera-
tions As john taylor saw it only in seeking the good of all could
they fulfill the implications of their constitution one factor that
would contribute to realization of this lofty goal is the covenant rule
number five that if objections existed to any legislation they had to
be voiced

because the leadership of the church handpicked the men to fill
the council of fifty one could argue that true freedom of expression
did not exist in the council yet one cannot escape the impression of
total honesty and unintimidated expression actually practiced in the
meetings for example when in 1880 the council discussed the
stand the people s party should take on the question of taxes in sup-
port of the public school system in utah territory both george Q
cannon and wilford woodruff opposed the move because it would
require the removal of the churchschurche scriptures from the curriculum
taxes had not been used to an appreciable extent in the territorial

43joseph smith on 12 february 1834 said he would explain the order in which a council ought to be
conducted for the first time since the organization of the church he said in ancient days councils were
conducted with such strict propriety that no one was allowed to whisper be weary leave the room or get
uneasy in the least until the voice of the lord by revelation or by the voice of the council by the spirit was
obtained which has not been ap1pp 28 observed inin this church to the present it was understood in ancient
days that if one man could stay in council another could and if the president could spend his time the
members could also but in our councils generally one would be uneasy another sleep one praying another
not ones mind on the business of the council and another thinking on something else &cac kirtland
council minute book ppap 27 28 church archives published in smith teachings p 69
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school system before this it might be surprising to us that daniel H
wells former member of the first presidency and then a councilor to
the twelve apostles recommended rather liberal views he sug-
gested that the latter day saint children receive a more secular educa-
tion and be taught the scriptures at home without crowding them
into the 6 hours of the school day echoing the fundamental prin-
ciples of the council daniel H wells concluded this looks to me
as good statesmanship & be providing for all the people there
were no rebuttals to his comments john taylor agreed that there
does seem to be an unfairness in using other peoples money for our
schools we can afford to do right 44 this is only one example
but it confirms the whole tenor of the council minutes the leaders
of the council of fifty practiced what they preached the minutes
breathe openness and candor without vindictiveness or unkindness if
the mormonscormons felt so committed to this freedom of expression in the
council we can expect that the gentiles would feel even more so

A six percent representation of the overwhelming gentile popula-
tion does not seem to be good mathematics on the part of joseph
smith if he expected the council soon to be in control of the world
having only three nonmembersnonmembers in the original council of fifty seems
a poor representation butjosephbut joseph smith told the younger members
of the council benjamin fjohnsonajohnsonFJohnson erastus snow and george A
smith always to remember the example he had set then when they
were hoary with age they would maintain alive the principle of
gentile representation in the council of fifty should the day come in
their lifespan that the kingdom of god would be established in
power and glory 45 given the mormon expectation that at the begin-
ning of the millennium a plural society will exist and that
nonmembersnonmembers of the church will have fair representation theoretically
the proportion of nonmembersnonmembers in the council will then be con-
siderablysiderably higher than it was in nauvoo under such conditions gen-
tiles in the council of fifty will not feel their position to be so
tenuous 46

therefore it was not the specific projects of joseph smiths
council of fifty that so excited its members it was his theories and
doctrines that arrested their attention for it did not escape them

44 44minutesminutes 12 october 1880
4517 knew the prophets an analysis odtheoftheof rhethe letter of ofbenjaminbenjamin F johnson to george F gibbs reporting

doctrinal views of ofjosephjoseph smith and&ighamandbrighamand Brigham young ed dean R zimmerman bountiful utah horizon
publishers 1976 p 19 and william whittaker taylor minutes of the council of fifty 5 april 1882 church
archives

46 46hansenhansen questqmestforfor empire p 37
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that this form of government was not possible under existing world
conditions but an already well developed apocalyptic outlook
helped keep the notions alive first the church would gain in in-
fluence and respect with the world 47 second the chaos of a
disintegrating world would drive people to the ensign of the latter
day saints saying we dont care about your religion but you are a
good people and you have a just and stable government with which
we would be willing to cooperate 48 then lastly cataclysmic events
would elect the saints as governors of the earth 49

with all these principles finalized on 18 april 1844 surely it is

no wonder william clayton rejoiced much precious instructions
were given and it seems like heaven began on earth and the power of
god is with us As will be seen in the following entries from
clayton s journals his childlike faith in the revelations on the coun-
cil of fifty to joseph smith was implicit and complete they
demonstrate the spiritual otherworldlyother worldly orientation of council pro-
ceedingsce and its role when it came into contact with the world 50

EXCERPTS FROM THE JOURNALS OF WILLIAM CLAYTON

sunday march 10 184411844 evening attended council with the first presidency
and the twelve on important business arrising from a letter from the pine country
bro W richards was appointed chairman and myself was appointed clerk

monday march 11 in council again all day as last night many great and glorious
ideas were advanced we had a very profitable time we organized into a council
and I1 was admitted a member I1 will here name whose names were put on the list of
members of this important organization joseph smith hyrum smith brigham
young W richards PP pratt 0 pratt J taylor HC kimball GA smith
WW phelps L woodworth G miller A badlam P haws erastus snow
R cahoon amos fielding A cutler levi richards NNKK whitneywhitneyjmwhitneyjrJJMM bernhisel
LD wason myself

wednesday march 13 at 11 the council was called together PM in council
again also in the evening 0 hyde W woodruff andjamesand james emmett were admit-
ted members the pres appointed W richards recorder and me the clerk of the
kingdom

dacd&c11d&c 10523 32

dac48d&cd&c 4566 71 journal ofdiscoursesof Discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot 1855 1886
218

491rhis49this theme is so abundant injudeoinjudeofudeo christian mormon scriptures that it is impossible to list here all the
passages dealing with the apocalypse see ezekiel 37 39 zechariah 14 and malachi 4 in the old testament
matthew 24 and revelation in the new testament 1 nephi 13 14 and 3 nephi 21 of the book of mormon
and finally sections 1 43 45 77 87 and 133 of the doctrine and covenants

william clayton kept three volumes of journal in nauvoo illliiillinoisinoisanois covering the years 1842 1845
1843 1844 and 1845 1846 the extracts used in this article were made by L john nuttall in the 1880s
djohn nuttall was william claytonsclaytonaClaytons successor as clerk of the kingdom hence nuttallsNuttalls interest in com-
piling these extracts this fifteen page manuscript is entitled extracts from the journal of elder wmwin
clayton regarding the K of G and is located in the church archives
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thursday march 14 in council all day again

tuesday march 19 at the council meeting S bent uriah brown samueljamessamuelSamu eljamesjames
john D parker OP rockwell sidney rigdon wm marks and 0 spencer were ad-
mitted members

thursday april 4 in cocounciluncil of the kingdom eleeieelevenven lamanites51 appeared and
wanted council we had a very pleasant and impressive interview

thursday april 11 afterwards in the council we had a glorious interview
pres J was voted our P P & K 52 with loud hosanhosannashosannahHosannasnas

thursday april 18 at 9 met inin council this day pres J introduced
JW coolidge and DS hollister and added L wights name and then declared
the council full the namnameses as they now stand of those who have been called upon to
form the grand K of G by revelation are as follows

1 prestjpresta smith standing chairman

2 samuel bent 65 27 PB lewis 40
3 john smith 62 28 elias smith 39
4 alpheus cutler 60 29 0ohydechydehyde 39
5 uriah brown 59 30 saml james 38
6 reynolds cahoon 54 31 W woodruff 37
7 ezra thayre 53 32 PPPP pratt 36
8 wm W phelps 52 33 edwd bonny 36
9 amos fielding 51 34 DD yearsley 36

10 wm marks 51 35 DS hollister 35
11 sidney rigdon 51 36 john taylor 35
12 john P green 51 37 alex badlam 35
13 geo miller 50 38 CC rich 34
14 NK whitney 49 39 GJ adams 33
15 peter haws 48 40 orson pratt 33
16 jos fielding 46 41 MG eatonbaton 32
17 CP lott 45 42 A babbet 31
18 levi richards 44 43 A lyman 30
19 JM bernhisel 44 44 JW coolidge 30
20 JD parker 44 45 OP rockwell 29
21 H smith 44 46 GA smith 26
22 L woodworth 44 47 E snow 25
23 B young 42 48 LD wason 24
24 HC kimball 42 49 BF johnson 24
25 0 spencer 42 50 W clayton clerk
26 J emmett 41 51 W richards recorder

52 L wight

during the day much precious instructions were given and it seems like heaven
began on earth and the power of god is with us

51thethe book of mormon term for the american indians
52prophet52prophet priest and king see smith teachings p 318 wherejosephwhere joseph fielding smith was the first to

publish joseph smiths diary for the date of 23 july 1843 see also HC 5510 512 513 and 523
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thursday april 25th in council all day adjourned sine die

saturdayjunesaturday june 22 joseph whispered and told me either to put the r ofofkoakK into the
hands of some faithful man and send them away or burn them or bury them I1 con-
cluded to bury them which I1 did immediately on my return home

sunday august 18 at the office copying the record of the kingdom

friday sept 6 at the temple all day copying records of the kingdom

reflections jan ist 1845

the organization of the kingdom of god on 1lithith march last is one impor-
tant event this organization was called the council of fifty or kingdom of god
and was titled by revelation as follows verily thus saith the lord this is the name
by which you shall be called the kingdom of god and his laws with the keys and
power thereof and judgment in the hands of his servants ahman christ in this
council was the plan arranged for supporting pres jos smith as a candidate for the
presidency of the US prest joseph was the standing chairman of the council and
myself the clerk in this council was also devised the plan of establishing an emigra-
tion to texas and plans laid for the exaltation of a standard and ensign of truth for
the nations of the earth in this council was the plan devised to restore the ancients53

to the knowledge of the truth and the restoration of union and peace amongst
ourselves in this council was prest joseph chosen our prophet priest and
king by hosannashosannahHosannas in this council was the principles of eternal truth rolled forth to
the heavens without reserve and the hearts of the servants of god made to rejoice ex-
ceedinglyceedingly

tuesday feby 4 1845 met at the 70s hall with the council of the kingdom there
were only 2255 members present viz B young S bent john smith alpheus cutler
R cahoon WW phelps G miller P haws josh fielding levi richards
JD parker L woodworth HC kimball 0 spencer PB lewis DD yearsley
CC rich 0 pratt A lyman J W coolidge OP rockwell GA smith
E snow and wd richards and myself this is the first time we met since the
massacre of pres joseph & hyrum smith the council was reorganized and presi-
dent B young appointed standing chairman as successor to prestjosephprest joseph smith by
unanimous vote the vote was then taken in ancient order on each one present and
all were received by unanimous vote the vote then passed for absent members ac-
cording to their ages and stations and resulted as follows viz ezra thayre amos
fielding NK whitney CP lott JM bernhisel elias smith 0 hyde
W woodruff PP pratt DS hollister john taylor wmwrnarn smith AW babbitt
JM grant and BF johnson were unanimously sustained and received into the new
organization the following were rejected and dropped from the council uriah
brown wm marks sidney rigdon lyman wight james emmett samuel james
edward bonny alexander badlam geogeoageojJ adams merinus G eaton and lorenzo
D wasson president joseph & hyrum two of the members were martyredmartyred for the
truth andjohnandyjohnand john P green isis dead so that there is only 40 members left in the council

53nameiynamely the lamanitesLamanites or the american indians
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it was voted to fill up the council at some future time the weather isis extremely
cold and the council adjourned at 2122 vi

thursday feby 6 1845 at the office all day recording minutes of council &cac

tuesday feb 11 1845 at the office all day copying records of the kingdom

wednesday feb 12 1845 at the office all day copying records of the kingdom

saturday march 1 1845 at 10 AMAN met at the seventies hall in the council of fif-
ty the following brethren were taken into fill up the quorum viz joseph young
john E page david fullmer theodore turley albert P rockwood jonathan
dunham & lucien R foster they subscribed to the laws of the council and
covenanted before god with uplifted hands to maintain all things inviolate agreeable
to the order of the council bros daniel spencer isaac morley and shadrack roun-
dy were selected to make up the number of 50 but they were absent and sick
brother john pack was admitted to sit in the place of wilford woodruff john D lee
in the place of ezra thayer and lewis dana in place of amos fielding they being ab-
sent in on business lewis dana is a lamanite of the oneida nation and the first
Larnlamaniteanite who has been admitted a member of any quorum of the church

the object of the council was to decide whether we shall send out a company of
men with bro dana to fill josephsfilljosephs measures originally adopted in this council by
going west to seek out a location and a home where the saints can dwell in peace and
health and where they can erect the ensign and standard of liberty for the nations
and live by the laws of god without being oppressed and mobbed under a tyranAtyrannicalical
government without protection from the laws many able speeches were made on
the subject and the council finally agreed to send out a company with brother dana
to accomplish this important object the following brethren were selected and ap-
pointed by unanimous vote of the council for this mission viz samuel bent to be
the first man and president of the mission jonathan dunham next cyrus daniels
daniel spencer john S fullmer charles Shurnshumwayway albert carrington and john
W farnham these brethren are expected to start immediately after conference and
proceed from tribe to tribe to unite the lamanitesLamanites and find a home for the saints
the council adjourned in the midst of the best kind of feelings

tuesday 4 mch 1845 at 9 oclock met with the council of the kingdom we had
a very interesting meeting the subject being the oregon mission

thursday march 6 1845 at the office all day copying records of the kingdom

friday march 7 1845 As above

monday mar 10 1845 while writing and copying the records of the kingdom I1

was writing these words dropped by er HC kimball in the council on the 4thath instdinst

viz if a man step beyond his bounds he will lose his kingdom as lucifer did and it
will be given to others who are more worthy this idea came to my mind it has
been a doctrine taught by this church that we were in the grand council amongst the
gods when the organization of this world was contemplated and that the laws of
government were all made and sanctioned by all present and all the ordinances and
ceremonies decreed upon now is it not the case that the council of the kingdom of
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god now organized upon this earth are making laws and sanctioning principles
which will in part govern the saints after the resurrection and after death will not
these laws be made known by messagersmessagerymessagers and agents as the gospel was made known to
us and is there not a similarity between this grand council & the council which sat
previous to the organization of this world

tuesday march 11 1845 in the council of fifty all day cyrus daniels was admitted
a member the subject of writing letters to the governors and a number of other
subjects were discussed the subject of the movements of the mob was talked over
and it was considered best for those who are hunted with writs to go on missions so
that we may if possible evade the blow until we can finish the temple and the
nauvoo house it was also decided that the workmen on the walls of the temple
commence tomorrow

wednesday march 12 at the office all day copying records of the kingdom

friday march 14 at the office all day chiefly recording records of the kingdom

saturday march 15 AM at the office copying records of the kingdom

monday 17 at the office all day chiefly copying records of the kingdom

tuesbuestuesdayday march 18 1845 in the council of fifty all day D spencer was admitted a
member the subject of the western mission was most on hand and all seemed in-
terestedte fully in it

wednesday march 19 1845 PM copying records of the kingdom

thursday 20 at the office all day amA M recording ti things afterwards copying
records of the kingdom

saturday march 22 1845 at the council of the kingdom all day the western mis-
sion occupied near all day the subject of the nauvoo house printing office
church history and organization of the city were talked over

monday march 24 1845 chiefly recording the minutes of the council of fifty

tuesday march 25 1845 at the council of fifty all day the subject of the
nauvoo house and organization of the city were the principle topics of conversa-
tion

thursday march 27 1845 at the office all day copying records of the kingdom

tuesday april 1 1845 at the office all day quite unwell recording minutes of the
kingdom

saturday april 5 1845 at 9 at the seventies hall with the council of fifty but on
account of a multitude of business waiting the council adjourned getiluetilu4161 without do-
ing business to next friday at 8458.45
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friday april 11 1845 with the council of fifty all day taking minutes pres
young appointedappointedjJ dunham C Shurnshumwayway lorenzo young to go with brother dana
on the western mission it was decided to move the printing office into three lower
stories of masonic hall and commence the business on a larger scale the council all
voting to do their utmost to sustain it

tuesday april 15 1845 dined at 12 oclock with brothermillerBrotbrotherherMillermiller and afterwards
rode with him to meet with the kingdom of god in the upper room of the seventies
hall phineas young was received into the council and decided to go with bros
dana dunham and Shurnshumwayway to the indian council at council bluffs and thence if
they think best to the pacific ocean it was also decided that bro solomon zundalcundal
zendal should go with them to his tribe the delawaresdelawarekDelawares A letter from gov ford

was read giving his advice relative to our policy in organizing the city he advises to
organize the city into corporations of a mile square so as to include the whole sur-
face he Z4 alsoaiso recommends to go and establish an independent government in
california

wednesday april 16 1845 PM at the office mostly copying records of the
kingdom

thursday april 1717.18451718451845 panpart of the day I1 was copying records of the kingdom
the following verses were composed by erjohnberjohn taylor the apostle and revised by
him at the council of the kingdom on friday 1 ithlith instdinst

the upper california 0 thats the land for me &cac see p 280.280

monday april 21 1845 recording minutes of the kingdom

tuesday april 22 1845 AM at the office recording the minutes of the kingdom
PM attended the council of the kingdom there was not much business done the
brethren are not yet gone west and will probably not start for a day or two

thursday april 24 1845 at the office all day recording minutes of the kingdom

monday april 28 1845 AM recording minutes of the kingdom

tuesday april 29 1845 at 630 met the council of fifty at the seventies hall

tuesday may 6 1845 evening met with the council of fifty in the seventies
hall the principal topic of conversation was the movements of the mob it appears
their determination is to get up an excitement at the court and they are already try-
ing it by reporting that the saints are going en masse to carthage at the court and if
the court does not execute the law on the murderers that we intend to destroy the
court and citizens of the county from reports which the brethren have brought
which have been at carthage the mob are laying deep plans to bring us into collision
with the state so as to bring about our expulsion or extermination forthwith it was
agreed that none of the brethren leave the city at the court only those who are re-
quired to be there on business so that we may prevent the mob from coming into the
city and committing depradationsdepredations in the absence of the brethren an article was
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written by 0 hyde & W richards to publish in tomorrow s paper notifying the
public of the designs of the mob abb and also the course we intend to
pursue the council did not break up till 101410

saturday 10 may 1845 PM met with the council of fifty and adjourned sine die
the adjournment was about in consequence of the conduct of DD yearsley of
whom there is strong suspicions of treachery

saturday sept 7 1845 notified the members of the council offifty to meet next
tuesday

tuesday sept 9 1845 at 2 ppmM met in the upper room of the seventies hall with
the council of fifty the subject of sending a company of saints to the west next
spring was talked over and the following motion of by WW phelps moved that
the president select such a portion of this council as he may choose to remove west
and they select and organize the company subject to the final revision of the presi-
dent a vote was taken and the motion was carried unanimously the following
motion was also put and carried unanimously that a committee of five be ap-
pointed to gather all information relative to imegrationimegration and impart the same to this
council and those about to emigrate when called upon

thursday sept 11 1845 AMA M at the office recording minutes of the kingdom of god
A selection has been made by pres young of those of the council of fifty who

shall start west next spring my name isis included in the list

tuesday sept 30 1845 met the council of fifty at the seventies hall elders bent
cutler & cahoon presented their lists of families selected by them to go west they
have each got their companies nearly made up of one hundred families each pres
young also appointed S roundy J fielding CP lott P haws and daniel
spencer to select and organize each a company isaac morley has got his company
about fullfallfulifail while in council report was brought in that two officers had just rode in-
to town and had come to the mansion pres young sent BF johnson to find out
what they were after he soon returned and stated that they called for liquor but
could get none they then went to packs but could get none there they finally got
some at clapps and then went off in different directions word was brought in that
an armed company were outside the city prest young sent CC rich to see what
they wanted he soon returned and reported that gen hardin judge douglas and
the troops had arrived on the square near the temple and that douglas was at elder
taylors wanting to see the twelve or the authorities of the place the council was
immediately adjourned and the twelve with one or two others went over to elder
taylors PM at the office recording minutes of the council of fifty

saturday october 4 1845 at 9 oclock met with the council of fifty at the
seventies hall and kept minutes of the council

sunday october 5 1845 at the office all day recording minutes of the council of
fifty

tuesdayjanuarytuesday january 6 1846 evening went to notify some of the council of fifty to
meet next sunday morning
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sundayjanuarysunday january 11 1846 AM in the temple with the council of fifty arranging
to make an early start west

sundayjanuarysunday january 18 1846 in the temple with the council of fifty and also captains
of companies

As of 1 1januaryjanuary 1845 all the special projects of the pre martyrdom
council of fifty had failed the council had not met in eight
months it had not revived itself to undertake any of the measures
of joseph no california oregon or texas scouting parties
materialized the campaign for the presidency of the united states
was terminated not only before the election but even before a na-
tional convention the mission among the lamanitesLamanites never got
underway william clayton mentions all these failures in his 1845
new yearsdayyears day entry then why is he so buoyant

As important as each of these efforts by the council were they
were in claytonsclaytonaClay tons mind only secondary in importance to the
spiritual religious organization conceived byjosephbyjoseph smith claytonsclaytonaClaytons
implicit faith in the divine nature of the prophets revelations on the
council of fifty overshadowed any earthly policies that the council
may have developed it was the love of the principles espoused by
joseph smith principles the council applied to policies that
enamouredenamoured william clayton and bound him to the prophet the
council could accommodate changes and he felt the divinity of the
councils principles were confirmed when they met new cir-
cumstancestumcumumstances

the council of fifty was frustrated in each of its attempts to
prepare the way for the unhurried systematic removal of the saints
from the presence of their enemies in and around nauvoo however
after three years struggle the council of fifty achieved the
11 measures of joseph when brigham young entered the salt lake
valley on 24 july 1847 As william clayton phrased it in his famous
hymn they found the place which god prepared far away in
the west where none would come to hurt or make afraid wherewjhere
the saints would be blessed and the council achieved its goal
within the time limitjosephlimit joseph smith had originally given

1 I prophesy that within five years we shall be out of the power of
our old enemies whether they were apostates or of the world and 1 I tell
you brethren to record it that when it comes to pass you need not say
that you had forgotten the saying 54

54 smith54smith teachings p 333 the wilford woodruffjournalwoodruffwoodruft journal 25 february 1844 is the original source for
this prophecy
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this then is the legacy of joseph smiths council of fifty
though it was conceived as the nucleus of a world government for the
millennium through the flexibility of its own constitution the
council assumed the less imposing role of locating the saints in a less
than ideal zion and when realities militated against the councils
fulfilling all of its plans only individuals like william clayton who
remained as adaptable as the councilscouncils constitution could find con-
solation despite all the failures
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A LISTING OF THE DATES OF COUNCIL OF FIFTY MEETINGS

the following is a list of the 142 dates when the council of fifty met during its
seven distinct periods of activity an italicized date means that the meeting is

verified by the official attendance rolls of the kingdom of god an asterisk indicates
the dates during periods two three and seven of other meetings whichwhicharewhichardwhichareare signifi-
cant to but are not meetings of the council of fifty

1 1844 josepgjosephjosepbjosepa smith council of fifty meetings

joseph smith assigned the twelve apostles in february 1844 to
organize and supervise an exploring party to the far west in order to
find a new location for the saints he learned on 8 march 1844 that
lyman wight and george miller when they were hundreds of miles
ftomnauvoofrom nauvoo had at the same time prepared letters suggesting that the
church move from nauvoo to texas consequently when the prophet
decided to organize the kingdom of god he assigned these fifty men to
manage these two exploring efforts preparatory to a final decision
regarding a removal of the church from nauvoo the council of fifty
also assumed other projects likewise previously undertaken by joseph
smith namely the campaign for the presidency of the united states
and appeals to congress for redress of the saints grievances concerning
the missouri expulsion inin 1839 however when the prophet was killed
on 27 june 1844 all measures of joseph considered by the 1844
council were tabled until the council was reorganized seven months
later on 4 february 1845

10 11 12 13 14 adjourned til tuesday 19 9 am JS WR 19 21 26 march
4 11 18 2255 sine die WC JS WR and HQ april 3 6 adjourned till to next
monday JS WR 13 25

1 ladjrdadjrdtofridaynextto friday next JS WR and 31 may 1844 17
meetings during this period

2 1845 1846 post martyrdom nauvoo council of fifty meetings

although the council was reorganized 4 february 1845 it ad-
journed that day with only the vague anticipation that at some future
time it would be filled up to its full complement of fifty members
however one month later as spring approached brigham young
reconvened the council to fulfill his promise to carry out the measures
ofjoseph following the march and april 18418455 deliberations on the
western expedition the exploring party finally got away from nauvoo
the council then adjourned for four months in september 1845 after
part of the exploring party returned to give a preliminary report of their
findings the council met and decided to send a settling party to the
valley of the great salt lake after conducting this business it adjourned
again however during the latter part of september the anti
mormonscormons of hancock county issued an ultimatum to the saints requir-
ing them to agree to leave the state in the spring of 1846 consequent-
ly the council reconvened and planned for an organized evacuationevacuation of
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nauvoo then in injanuaryjanuary 1846 after an adjournment of three months
when word came from separate sources that federal troops were on their
way to prevent the saints from leaving nauvoo the council met in
emergency sessions to prepare for an early move west because he
believed this was a crisis situation brigham young on 13 january 1846
invited the leaders of the wagon train companies even though they
were not members of the council to meet with the council of fifty in
this emergency session because so many of the members of the council
were scattered along the trail leading west brigham young convened
several such augmented council meetings during the 1846 trek west
although these meetings were clearly based on precedent established

in nauvoo they were not council of fifty meetings because they were
held during the trek west and because they were significant council
meetings I1 have listed them during period three the council last met
in nauvoo 18 january 1846 and as shown by the single attendance roll
that covers both the second and third periods of activity of the council
the council of fifty did not meet again until 12 november 1846

4 this is the first time we met since the massacre of pres joseph smith WC
it was voted to fill up the council at some future time WC february 1144 11

18 22 25 AML says council adjourned to 5 april marchmarch 5 HCK says they ad-
journed to 12 april WC says 11 april and WR says 10 april 11 adjourned to
tuesday next WR 15 18 22 29 april 6 10 adjourned sine die WC may
9 30 september 4 adjourned at 212 without date WR october 1845 11 13

first augmented council of fifty meeting where at the conclusion of the meeting
brigham young says the 50 to meet on sunday at 10 18 january 1846 and the
whole the augmented council of fifty to meet on monday at 10 minutes
18 19 january 1846 20 meetings during this period

3 1846 the exodus winters quarters council of fifty meetings

although brigham young convened the council of fifty in
november 1846 he did not have any business to lay before the coun-
cil however at the 27 december 1846 meeting the important yet
obvious decision was made to send a pioneer company to the salt lake
valley in the spring of 1847 the council then adjourned sine die until
they could meet in the valley they did not reconvene until
6 december 1848 two months after brigham youngs second and final
arrival in the valley 20 september 1848

30 council adjourned to thursday april 2ndand WR members of the council of
fifty are identified in the proceedings of these council meetings march
2 council adjourned sine die WR andandjdlandjelJDL 18 meeting adjourned mon
10 JDL 20 27 28 april 20 21 may 2 7 august 12 13 november
25 26 27 these three days council has been held consisting of 30 to 40 per-
sons HCK council haveinghaleing sioslosicsic been adjourned sine die from winter
quarters and to be at the call of the first presidency in the valley orson hyde
during trial of peter haws and lucien woodworth 6 january 1849 pottawattomie
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high council minute book p 132 adjourned sine die GM december
1846 5 meetings during this period

4 1848 18518500 legislative council or provisional state ofdeseretofdeseret
salt lake city council of fifty meetings

in terms of concentration and involvement no other period of ac-
tivity of the council of fifty rivals this golden era yet for all its ac-
complishments during this provisional state ofofdeseretdeseret period the
council of fifty retired itself seven months before brigham young took
the oath of office as governor of utah territory on 3 february 1851 and
fifteen months before the territorial legislature first officially sat in ses-
sion 22 september 1851

6 9 16 2523 december 1848 6 20 january20january 3 9 17 24 february 3 4 10 17 31
march 5 14 28 april 12 262mayamaymay 2 16 3300 june 2 7 11 15 19 212 july 4 11
18 25 29 august 6 8 12 22 29 september 5 10 13 20 27 october 3 10
there was probably a meeting of the council of fifty on this date though I1 have no

evidence for it 17 november 22 december 1849 12 adjourned TB
26 26januaryjanuary 9 16 23 february 30 adjourned to last saturday injuneinjurein june at 1 PM
TB march and 29 18 present adjourned until state house is ready to meet at

call ofofbyobbyBY TBtbjunejune 1850 56 meetings during this period

5 1851 the 1851 utah territory council of fifty meetings

on 1 january 1845 william clayton wrote in his journal that
joseph smith taught the council of fifty the ancient plan of how the

restoration of union and peace amongst officials of the government
of god could be achieved theoretically if members of the council of
fifty could not fellowship one another their deliberations would be
fruitless if they were at odds one with another they would be unable to
be the spokesmen of god even if they ostensibly followed the rules
of the kingdom the positive advantages of strict privacy regarding
council of fifty deliberations then provided assurance to council
members that they could without fear of exposure or public ridicule
freely and fully express their hesitancy or bad feelings for other council
members joseph smiths belief that such complete fellowship had to
exist between members of the legislature of the kingdom of god im-
pelled him to institute what I1 call fellowship of the council
meetings so while it may appear that these 1851 meetings were the
councils last gasp to return to its golden era a one last attempt to seize
control of the territory despite the presence of the unwanted gentile of-
ficialsficials actually utah territorial business and tensions regarding the first
officials were completely ignored in these meetings these 1851
meetings were originally convened to restore fellowship between certain
council members and not to discuss utah territorial affairs following
the 4 october 1851 meeting the council adjourned and did not meet
until 1867
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21 22 23 these three meetings were fellowship of the council meetings 25 30
august 13 september 4 nine are present for AM session no quorum is available
for the PM session on motion adjourned to the call of the president minutes
provide the dates for all the meetings during this period october 1851 7 meetings
during this period

6 1867 1868 urahutahurupuraj territoryterryTerritenrytoy council of fifty meetings
1867 renewal

the 1867 renewal of the council of fifty after fifteen years of inac-
tivity must be seen as a subset of brigham youngs renewal of joseph
smiths many faceted program of zion apparently anticipating
that with the completion of the railroad in 1869 babylon would en-
croach itself on zion in an unprecedented way brigham young not on-
ly renewed joseph smiths concept of the kingdom of god but also he
began to take steps to revitalize the school of the prophets the relief
society and the united order he created zions cooperative mercan-
tile association ZCMI and he performed again the fulnessfalness of the
priesthood ordinances all these other elements of zion had not
been functioning for at least twenty years this resurgence was intend-
ed to fortify the church from the influences of forces without unlike
other programs receiving renaissance beginning with this new era of the
church in 1867 the council of fifty was not a substantive stabilizing
force within the church for example even ZCMI commonly con-
sidered a product of the council of fifty was a project adopted by the
council three days after the saints publicly acceptedaccepted the program in
general conference since the council of fifty did not meet again for
nearly twelve years after the 9 october 1868 meeting when it ab-
sorbed this project it was not the agency that implemented nor
managed ZCMI moreover before the next meeting of the council in
1880 the decline of the cooperative effort was irreversibly set and the
council did nothing to prevent its extinction in 1882

23 the clerk reported thirteen members died since the last meeting of the council
on the 4thath october 18511851 brigham young stated that he was not aware of any
particular business to be brought before the council further than to meet and renew
our acquaintance with each other in this capacity minutes 25 25januaryjanuary 5aprilaprildapril 5

10 october 1867 4 9 the council of 50 met but adjourned without doing
business WW april 9 october 1868 8 meetings during this period of activity

7 1880 1884 utah territory council of fifty meetings
1880 renewal

As seen by this chronology the council of fifty during the 1880s
was not a significant catalyst of church involvement in politics fur-
thermorethermore even when the council operated as caucus of and private
political machinery behind the churchschurche political party the peoples
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party the councils efforts were narrow and limited that the church
leadership was the real power behind the peoples party is supported by
the fact that the party continued to function for nearly seven years after
the last meeting of the council of fifty on 9 october 1884

10 meeting adi until 21st april 1880 minutes 21 adiadaadj oct 5 1880
minutes april 5 adjourned till next tuesday morning at 10 oclock minutes

12 adjourned till april yth 1881 minutes october 1880 5 8 april 18 may
4 october 1881 4 5 april 21 22 23 adjourned till 10 am tomorrow
minutes 24 26 27 adjourned till call of the president FDR andjhsjuneand JHS june

10 11 adjourned till 9 april ortillartillor till call FDR 10 11 adjourned till 27thjune27th june
at 2 pm RTB april 27 28 29 adjourned to oct 3 2 pm unless on call by the
president fdrijuneFDR june 6 special meeting of the first presidency and the members
of the council of fifty who resided in the salt lake county area 3 adjourned till
the loth instant at lo1010 am FDR 10 council adjourned to jan 12 1884 10
am FDR october 1883 12 adjourned till call of the president FDR
january 8 adjourned sine die or until called by the president FDR april
8 9 october 1884 and 4 february 18851883 29 meetings were held during this
period 55

the55the following is the key to the abbreviations used in the preceding listing the abbreviations are ar-
ranged in alphabetical order according to the first initial the following sources are available in the church
archives AML amasa M lyman journal FDR franklin D richards diary HCK heber C kimball
diary JDL john D lee diary JS WR joseph smith journal kept by willard richards PR phinehas
richards journal RTB robert taylor bultonburconburton journal TB thomas bullock diary kept as the historians
officejournaloffice journal WC william claytonjournalclayton journal WR willard richards diary and WW wilford woodruff
journal the following source is available in the george A smith family papers western americana
J willard marriott library university of utah salt lake city utah JHS john henry smith journal
photocopy of holograph minutes minutes of the council of fifty two published sources were also re-
ferred to in this listing HC joseph smith history odtheof the church oflesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter euydaykuy saints and
GM letter of george miller to the northern islander I1 july 18518555 the attendance rolls used in compiling
this information are as follows 18451845aplapi 22 to dec 27 184611846 roll K ofofgoagG in the hand of william
clayton roll of names of ofmembersmembers oftheodtheof the kingdom of god sitting from decrdeer 6 1848 to mch 4 49 inc in
the hand of william clayton roll in the hand of william clayton for the period of 10 march 3 november
1849 roll in the hand of william clayton for the period of 23 january 1867 9 october 1868 and roll of
council for 8 april 1881 23 june 1882 in the hand of Lljohnajohnjohn nuttall
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THE UPPER california 0 THATS THE LAND FOR ME

john taylor

the upper california 0 thats the land for me
it lies between the mountains and great pacific sea

the saints can be supported there
and taste the sweets of liberty

in upper california 0 that s the land for me
0 thats &cac 0 thats &cac

well go and lift our standard we 11ll go there and be free
well go to california and have our jubilee

A land that blooms with endless spring
A land of life and liberty

with flocks and herdsaboundingherds abounding 0 thats the land for me
0 thats &cac 0 thats &cac

well burst off all our fetters and break the gentile yoke
for long it has beset us but now it shall be broke

no more shall jacob bow his neck
henceforth he shall be great and free

in upper california 0 thats the land for me
0 thats &cac 0 thats &cac

we 11ll reign well rule and triumph and god shall be our king
the plains the hills and vallies shall with hosannashosannahhosannas ring

our tow rs and temples there shall rise
along the great pacific sea

in upper california 0 that s the land for me
0 thats &cac 0 thats &cac

well ask our cousin lemuel to join us heart and hand
and spread abroad our curtains throughout fair zions land

till this is done well pitch our tents
along the great pacific sea

in upper california 0 thats the land for me
0 thats &cac 0 thats &cac

then join with me my brethren and let us hasten there
well lift our glorious standard and raise our house of prayer

we 11ll call on all the nations round
to join our standard and be free

in upper california 0 that s the land for me
0 thats &cac 0 that s &cac

john taylor HYMN 290 sacred hymns and Spirisriryspiritualtuxtud songs for the church ofofjesuslesuijesuslefus christ oflatterof latter kaydayegy

saints in europe 9thath ed rev and enlarged liverpool FD richards 18518511 ppap 352 54 the great basin
area east of the sierra nevada where the saints finally settled was then known as the upper california
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some thoughts on
higher dimensional realms

robert P burton and bruce F webster

for my thoughts are not your thoughts neither are your ways my
ways saith the lord

for as the heavens are higher than the earth so are my ways higher
than your ways and my thoughts than your thoughts

isaiah 555858 9

in 1975 the hyperspace research group was established at
brigham young university the objective of this group has been to
develop special computer graphics techniques for generating and
presenting meaningful representations of figures with more than
three spatial dimensions in the course of research discussions have
often arisen about the likelihood of higher spatial dimensions and
how their possible existence might relate to our eternal experience
we were particularly excited by the striking similarities between
hypothesized four dimensional phenomena and certain incidents and
descriptions found in the scriptures and other religious literature
the results of our discussion and subsequent investigation form the
basis of this article

our purpose here is not to prove a theory but rather to propose
one by exploring some indications and possibilities that have occurred
to us we have not found our theory to be at odds with accepted doc-
trine of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints in no sense
do we offer our ideas as prospective new doctrine but merely for con-
templationtemplation

while we have found indications in a variety of locations we
have limited our source material almost exclusively to the standard
works of the church and to statements by byjosephjoseph smith and brigham
young there are two reasons for this first our readers primarily
will be latter day saints and second a survey of all discussions and

robert P burton associate professor of computer science is head of the hyperspace research group
bruce F webster at the time he co authored this article as a university scholar project was a member of the
hyperspace research group
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indications of this topic in religious and secular literature would make
this article unwieldy and expand its scope at the expense of a closer
scrutiny of a rich source of indications though we have restricted
ourselves primarily to ideas suggested in accepted LDS scriptures and
literature we have been willing to explore some other ideas which
while not precluded by the scriptures are not dealt with in detail

there are four major sections in this study the first is an in-
troductiontroduction to the concepts necessary to deal with four or more
spatial dimensions next is a discussion of major indications of
higher dimensions found in the scriptures and other LDS sources the
third is an exploration of possibilities of a more speculative nature
finally there is a summary with ideas for further investigation

AN introduction TO hyperspace

spatial dimensions
high school geometry has taught us that each new dimension of

space builds upon the previous ones A point having no dimensions
is moved through space and defines a one dimensional line segment
this line segment can then be moved in a direction not contained in
itself and the result is a two dimensional area if the area is then
moved in a direction not contained in itself it defines a three
dimensional volume length area and volume are all concepts with
which we are familiar but what if we go one step further what sort
of geometric entity do we get if we move a three dimensional volume
in a direction not contained in itself one might protest that there
isnt such a direction which for some is an acceptable argument
however if some choose to limit themselves to three dimensions we
must part company at this point on the other hand if the readers
are willing to postulate a fourth spatial dimension and there is no
reason not to then a new realm opens up one which most can
scarcely imagine

all of our mortal experience has been within a three dimensional
universe and thus we have no natural conception of a fourth dimen-
sion to permit us to deal with these hard to grasp concepts we will
rely upon analogy 1 we will explore the hypothetical interaction be-
tween a two dimensional world and the three dimensional universe

edwin A abbott flatland a romance ofalanyof many dimensions 5thath ed rev oxford basil blackwell
1944 see also claude bragdon A premerprimer of ofhyperspacehyperspace london andrew dakers limited 1939 G hod-
son and A homehorne some experexperimentsments in four dimensional vision plymouth mass william brendon and
son ltd 1933 M kendall A course in the GeogeometrymertymetTy oen dimensions london charles griffin and
company ltd 19611961 and C lindgren and S slaby four dimensional descriptive geometry new york
mcgraw hill book company 1968
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that envelops it then by analogy we will extend our observations
to a three dimensional universe within a four dimensional realm

flatland revisited
let us imagine that we have discovered a two dimensional world

complete with two dimensional creatures living in two dimensional
houses see figure 1 on the following page we would find such a
world to be strange indeed since it and everything in it would be vir-
tually flat 2 the creatures world might be a large flat disk anf1heand thenhe
inhabitants thereof would live on its rimrim there creatures would also
be flat and would probably live in structures consisting of broad lines
with gaps in them for entrances and exits

while observing this novel situation we would notice that these
flat people could perceive and move in only two dimensions such
beings could not move in a third dimension except through the in-
terventionterven tion of an extra dimensional force and would probably need
special help and protection to survive such an experience 3 if one
such 2 D being were to be taken out of his world and then returned
he would be at a loss for words to describe his adventure because he
would have nothing in his previous experience to compare it to his
attempts to describe his perceptions to his peers would be met with
puzzlement or scorn he might even be deemed mad 4

As 3 D beings we would quickly see that there would be no
areas in two space hidden from us all surfaces including those con-
sidered by the 2 D beings to be completely enclosed would be open
to our inspection regardless of how many walls lay between a given
room and the outside of the house for example wewouldwe would have ac-
cess to that room as easily as any other if our 2 D friend were to lock
himself in such a room we could reach him easily and directly we
could even enter the room but we would meet with one problem
only a two dimensional cross section of our body would actually be in
that room at any one instant the rest of our body would be on
either side of the plane of the two dimensional world

we could see not only enclosed areas but also the insides of the
walls enclosing the areas in fact we could see every particle of every
object in the entire 2 D world 5 no amount of two dimensional

there must be some three dimensional thickness or else there can be no interaction at all between a
three dimensional object and the two dimensional world since no actual cross section of the three
dimensional object could be defined

3sincesince such a being would be infinitesimally thin by our standards he would probably fall apart upon be-
ing subjected to three dimensional forces

such was the fate of the protagonist of edwin abbotts classic work flatland he could only come up
with the phrase up but not north

ignoring of course the problem of distance
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substance could hide anything because there would be no behind
from our point of view the core of the planet would be just as visible
as rocks on the surface and the skeleton and internal organs of a per-
son as his skin

finally we would notice that due to the infinitesimal 3 D
thickness of this 2 D world an infinite number of such worlds could
be stacked on top of one another permitting worlds without end 6

these worlds would be closer together than the pages in a book and
yet no interaction would occur between them without intervention
from a higher dimensional force the inhabitants of such a world
could never know of the existence of these adjacent worlds unless they
were told by someone who had been outside of their own plane of ex-
istence

extending the analogy
our purpose thus far has been to establish some of the basic rela-

tionshipstionships between an n dimensional universe and the n 1

dimensional realm in which it is contained but now let us suppose
that our three dimensional universe is enclosed in a four dimensional
realm and that there are beings in that higher realm who are observ-
ing us what would they see their initial observation would prob-
ably be that our space is flat relative to theirs ie it would have
only a miniscule extension into the fourth dimension this earth and
the inhabitants thereof namely us would all lack extension into the
fourth dimension

they would next observe that by their standards we are very
limited in our movements and perceptions functioning only in three
dimensions instead of four iftheyintheyif they were to help us out of our 3 D
predicament we would find ourselves experiencing perceptions
beyond words or at least beyond familiar words for our vocabulary is
founded upon a three dimensional experience if we attempted to
describe our adventure to others we would probably be laughed at or
considered insane

the hyperdimensional beings would quickly discover that there
are no volumes or spaces in our dimension into which they could not
come every room every container every vault would be as accessible
to them as the 2 D rooms would be to us A hyperdimensional
being or rather a three dimensional cross section of such a being
could directly enter a room explore it and leave again without hav-
ing to pass through doors or windows which might even be locked

assuming our space is infinite if it is not then the number is still very great but not infinite
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there would be no need for the hyperdimensional being to pass
through an opening it would simply exit our three dimensional
universe

not only would all spaces be accessible but every particle of
every object would be exposed to view just as in our observation of
the 2 D world our skeletons the earth s core all things and every
particle thereof would be completely visible to these viewers
nothing would be hidden or obscured for there would be nothing to
hide behind 7

A last observation they might make is that an infinite number of
our three dimensional universes could be stacked on top of one
another as it were within their four dimensional realm these
universes would be separated only by an infinitesimal space and yet
could have no interaction with each other by their own efforts the
inhabitants of such universes could only know of and influence their

neighbors through the intervention of a higher dimensional
power

summary of hypothesized 4 D phenomena
before proceeding we summarize the significant characteristics

that might accompany the existence of a higher dimensional realm

1 A four dimensional being could access any part of
our universeuniverse and could enter into and leave any three
dimensional enclosure eg a room without having to
pass through an opening

2 A four dimensional view of our three
dimensional universe would allow the viewer to see every
particle of our universe

3 A three dimensional being would have difficulty
describing four dimensional objects or events since he
would have but a three dimensional vocabulary to call
upon

4 many three dimensional universes could be
stacked together within a four dimensional realm interac-
tion between such universes could take place only by
employing higher dimensional forces

we turn now to the scriptures and other prominent LDS
literature to look for indications of these hypothesized phenomena

ignoring again the problem of distance
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MAJOR indications

comings and goings
an incident encountered early in our investigations is found in

the gospel according to john the setting is a gathering of the
apostles shortly after christs death

then the same day at evening being the first day of the week
when the doors were shut where the disciples assembled for fear of the
jews came jesus and stood in their midst and saith unto them peace
be unto you

john 2019

the point of interest here is that the doors were shut which
indicates that the savior appeared in a closed room luke also reports
this incident and establishes two important points first the disciples
were upset by jesus arrival and thought him a spirit second jesus
definitely was not a spirit but had a body of flesh and bones luke
2436 39 the sudden appearance of a corporeal being in a closed
room could be explained by an entrance from another dimension

this is not an isolated incident there is at least one other
closed room event involving christ after his resurrection this oc-

curred during his sojourn with the two disciples travellingvellingtra to emmaus
luke 2413 32 after stopping to dine with them he was recog-

nized by the two while he blessed the bread and then he subsequent-
ly disappeared from the room

celestial messengers have also made closed room appearances
gabriel appeared to zacharias inside the temple during an important
ceremony to tell him of the forthcoming birth ofofzachariaszachariaszacharlas son john
the baptist luke 1111lillii11 19 the angel moroni visited joseph smiths
bedside three times during one night to deliver his message the ac-
count of moronis visit is unique in that it contains a detailed descrip-
tion of the actual coming and going of the angel which might suggest
a direct route to another realm

1 I discovered a light appearing in my room which continued to
increase until the room was lighter than at noonday when immediately
a personage appeared at my bedside standing in the air for his feet did
not touch the floor 8

after this communication I1 saw the light in the room begin to
gather immediately around the person of him who had been speaking
to me and it continued to do so until the room was again left dark ex-
cept just around him when instantly I1 saw as it were a conduit open

aa8aA higher dimensional personage would not need to stand upon the floor there would probably be no
gravitational attraction between him and the elements of our three dimensional world
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right up into heaven and he ascended till he entirely disappeared and
the room was left as it had been before this heavenly light had made its
appearance

joseph smith history 230 43

in addition to these appearances there have been numerous
open area visitations by the lord and his angels 9 these incidents

may lack some of the obvious characteristics of a closed room ex-
perienceperience but the questions of origin and means of arrival still arise
when they are carefully considered for example where did the angel
who appeared to alma the younger actually come from mosiah
2711 and how did he travel here and then return again the
same questions can be asked about christs visit to the nephitesNephites and
the ten tribes and about the other recorded visits of celestial beings to
the earth A possible answer in accordance with our discussion isis not
that they travelled some number of light years from another system
through empty space but that they came quickly and directly from
another and perhaps adjacent dimension

there are two other points we wish to explore before leaving this
topic first is the process of translation or being caught up into
heaven 10 in the book of moses we find the account of the removal
of an entire city the city of enoch an event which provoked those
who remained to exclaim zion is fled moses 769 in the same
chapter we find that those who were converted after the city of enoch
departed were caught up by the powers of heaven into zion to be
there also moses 721 27 in 2 corinthians paul describes being
I1 caught up to the third heaven possibly while still in a mortal body
2 cor 122 while in 3 nephi the three disciples of christ were

caught up into heaven and then returned to earth 3 nephi
2813 16 all of these quotations refer to a phenomenon in which
people and other physical objects are suddenly removed from this
planet to another place where did they go how did they get
there again the question arises did this involve a traversal of in-
terstellarterstellar space or were the people and things in question simply
moved to an adjacent realm for the authors of this article the in-
conveniences of interstellar travel even at speeds near the speed of
light make the latter explanation more acceptable

the second topic deals with the creation of the earth brigham
young speaking of the creation and the fall used some very

9seejosephsee joseph smith history 21617216 17 3 nephi 118 271 3 mosiah 2711 daniel 105 7 1 corinthians
155 8 etc t

whilelowhile these two phenomena may not be identical they are similar enough to warrant consideration
together
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unusual language when referring to where the earth came from at the
time of the fall and where it will return someday

when the earth was framed and brought into existence and man was
placed upon it it was near the throne of our father in heaven and
when man fell the earth fell into space and took up its abode in this
planetary system and the sun became our light this is the glory the
earth came from and when it is glorified it will return again unto the
presence of the father and it will dwell there and these intelligent be-
ings that I1 am looking at if they live worthy of it will dwell upon this
earth I1 I1

the description of falling into space and then leaving to
return to the former place suggests a realm outside our universe
once again this can be understood in the context of a fourth spatial
dimension

four dimensional perceptions
another indication of a possible existence of a fourth spatial

dimension comes from the descriptions found in prophetic visions
an example is the vision of moses

moses cast his eyes and beheld the earth yea even all of it and
there was not a particle which he did not behold discerning it by the
spirit of god

and he beheld also the inhabitants thereof and there was not a
soul which he beheld not and he discerned them by the spirit of god
and their numbers were great even numberless as the sand upon the sea
shore

moses 127 29

moses comment that there was not a particle that he did not
see parallels exactly our hypothesis that someone viewing our world
from the fourth dimension would see every particle thereof

A more unusual vision is described in the first chapter ofofezekielezekiel
and I1 looked and behold a whirlwind came out of the north a

great cloud and a fire infolding itself and a brightness was about itit
also out of the midst thereof came the likeness of four living

creatures and this was their appearance they had the likeness of a
man

and every one had four faces and every one had four wings
and they had the hands of a man under their wings on their four

sides and they four had their faces and their wings
their wings were joined one to another they turned not when they

went they went every one straight forward

111ournalofdiscoursesjournal of discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot 1855 1886 17143 hereafter
cited asjdasad see alsojdalsodalbod 9317
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whither the spirit was to go they went and they turned not
when they went

and the living creatures ran and returned as the appearance of a
flash of lightning

now as I1 beheld the living creatures behold one wheel upon the
earth by the living creatures

the appearance of the wheels was as it were a wheel in the mid-
dle of a wheel

when they went they went upon their four sides and they turned
not when they went

ezekiel 14 18

the highly unusual and somewhat confusing language that
ezekiel used to describe what he saw might well be the result of the
inadequacy of our language to describe hyperdimensional objects or
events his description of a wheel in the middle of a wheel could
suggest a four dimensional torus just as a hypercube is often
represented as a cube within a cube see figure 2 the reference to
multiple sided beings who went straight forward though apparent-
ly facing in different directions parallels in part a description of a
hyperobjecthyperobject entering our space 12 these of course are only
possibilities but we feel that they may be viable

earlier we alluded to the experience of the three nephite
disciples being caught up into heaven what they saw there they
were forbidden to discuss the description of this event however
carries the implication that their experience simply could not be ar
ticulated

and behold the heavens were opened and they were caught up
into heaven and saw and heard unspeakable things

and it was forbidden them that they should utter neither was it
given unto them power that they could utter the things which they saw
and heard 13

3 nephi 2813 14

adjacent 3 D universes
the first possibility that springs to mind when considering the

topic of adjacent 3 D universes is the nature and location of that
realm which we call the spirit world

the spirits of the just are exalted to a greater and more glorious
work hence they are blessed in their departure to the world of spirits

abbott2bbottabbott flatland p 72
secscesee also 3 nephi 1715 17
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figure 2 A hypercube

enveloped in flaming fire they are not far from us and know and
understand our thoughts feelings and motions and are often pained
therewith

flesh and blood cannot go there but flesh and bones quickened
by the spirit of god can 14

there are myriads of disembodied evil spirits those who have long ago
laid down their bodies here and in the regions round about among and

14joseph14joseph smith teachings odtheoftheof the prophetjosephprophet joseph smith comp joseph fielding smith salt lake city
deseret book co 1938 p 326
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around us and they are trying to make us and our children sick and are
trying to destroy us and tempt us to evil 15

when you lay down this tabernacle where are you going into the
spiritual world where is the spirit world it is right here 16

the preceding quotations ofjoseph smith and brigham young
indicate that there is a world of spirits very near to us and yet seldom
perceived by us while those spirits can view us and can to a certain
degree affect us we cannot see them without special help from god
enoch for example anointed his eyes as directed by the lord and was
able to see spirits and other things which were not visible to the
natural eye moses 635 36 elisha prayed and the servant of
elisha beheld the army of spirits surrounding the besiegers of
dothan

and elisha prayed and said lord I1 pray thee open his eyes that
he may see and the lord opened the eyes of the young man and he
saw and behold the mountain was full of horses and chariots of fire
round about elisha

2 kings 617

other indications of the existence of adjacent 3 D universes are
found in the books of moses and abraham in the vision referred to
earlier moses saw this

and he beheld many lands and each land was called earth and
there were inhabitants on the face thereof 17

moses 129

this passage could be interpreted at least three ways first
moses could have seen other planets within our own universe second
he could have seen different planets adjacent to the earth in different
3 D universes or third he could have seen our earth at several dif-
ferent points in time an echo of the image of multiple worlds is

found in abrahams vision

and he said unto me behold I1 will show you all these and he
put his hand upon mine eyes and I1 saw those things which his hands
had made which were many and they multiplied before mine eyes
and I1 could not see the end thereof

abraham 312

brigham young has also indicated that there are more kingdoms
than we realize

IJDJD 673 see alsojdalsoaisoliso D 554 55
16jdJD 3369

moses 1illiii11111 explains that one must have spiritual eyes to see the things of god
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how many kingdoms of glory there are I1 know not and how many
degrees of glory there are in these kingdoms I1 know not but there are
multitudes of them 18

the kingdoms that god has prepared are innumerable 19

additional possibilities

our purpose in this section is to present ideas that have come as
we have pondered and discussed the implications of a possible hyper-
dimensional existence simply put we are taking a fresh look at cer-
tain gospel teachings in light of the hypothesis that there is a hyper-
dimensional existence to see if the hypothesis may be consistent with
these teachings and perhaps of some value in helping us comprehend
some heretofore difficult to understand occurrences

increasing dimensions
after one has entertained the possibility of a fourth spatial

dimension the next question almost inevitably is Is there a fifth A
sixth then is there an end to it if there might be additional
dimensions then interesting interpretations of two basic doc-
trines different kingdoms of glory and eternal progression inviteinvite
consideration

kingdoms of glory the seventy sixth section of the doctrine
and covenants tells us that there are three principal kingdoms or
realms of glory the celestial the terrestrial and the telestial vv
50 113 those in the celestial kingdom will enjoy the presence of
god and christ v 62 those in the terrestrial will have just the
presence of christ v 77 and those in the telestial the presence of
neither vv 86 112 the idea that the inhabitants of a particular
kingdom cannot visit higher kingdoms but can visit lower kingdoms is

implicitly and to a degree explicitly stated in this section vv 77
86 88 112 one possible explanation for this limitation would be
that each kingdom has one more spatial dimension than the next
lower kingdom thus the inhabitants of a given kingdom could not
enter into the next higher kingdom any more than we could by our
own power leave this three dimensional space and move about in one
which has four dimensions the inhabitants of a dimensionally
superior kingdom could however visit any lower kingdom contained
within their space just as we could visit a two dimensional world if

YD 9107
i9d19jdiad 8154
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such a world existed within our universe this bring us to our next
point

eternal progression we can consider the concept of eternal
progression in a similar fashion joseph smiths statementaboutstatementstatement about pro-
gressiongression and exaltation takes on a special meaning if our hypotheses
are correct

what did jesus do why I1 do the things I1 saw my father do when
worlds came rolling into existence my father worked out his kingdom
with fear and trembling and I1 must do the same and when I1 get my
kingdom I1 shall present it to my father so that he may obtain kingdom
upon kingdom and it will exalt him in glory he will then take a
higher exaltation and I1 will take his place and thereby become exalted
myself so thatjesusthat jesus treads in the tracks of his father and inherits what
god did before and god is thus glorified and exalted in the salvation
and exaltation of all his children 20

we wonder if that advancement in exaltations may not be advance-
ment to a higher dimension this idea has at least two implications
first it would give an exalted person dominion over an infinity of
dimensionally inferior realms similar to the realm of his previous
dominion second it would allow each of those under him to ad-
vance to the position previously occupied by him in light of this
possibility the following passages from the doctrine and covenants
offer a new meaning

all kingdoms have a law given
and there are many kingdoms for there is no space in the which

there is no kingdom and there is no kingdom in the which there is no
space either a greater or a lesser kingdom

and unto every kingdom isis given a law and unto every law there
are certain bounds also and conditions dacd&c 8836 38

this earth in its sanctified and immortal state will be made like
unto crystal and will be a urimarim and thummim to the inhabitants who
dwell thereon whereby all things pertaining to an inferior kingdom or
all kingdoms of a lower order will be made manifest to those who dwell
on it and this earth will be christs

then the white stone mentioned in revelation 217 will become a
urimarim and thummimthummirnThummirn to each individual who receives one whereby
things pertaining to a higher order of kingdoms will be made known

dacd&c 1309101309 10

here explicit reference is made to greater or higher and lesser
kingdoms filling up all of existence in fact the last passage quoted

smith2smithasmith teachings ppap 3474854748347547 48
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seems to indicate that there will be an order of kingdoms higher than
the celestial kingdom that will exist on this earth after its sanctifica-
tion again brigham young is not without comment on this sub-
ject

and when we have passed into the sphere where joseph smith isis
there is still another department and then another and another and so
on to an eternal progression in exaltation and eternal lives 21

nature of time
the nature of time a subject far too complex to be given just

treatment here still deserves mention in various places in the scrip-
tures we read where prophets were shown the future with detailed
accuracy such visions often encompassing the entire history of the
earth 22 for example joseph smith said

the greatjehovahgreat jehovah contemplated the whole of the events connected
with the earth pertaining to the plan of salvation before it rolled into
existence or ever the morning stars sang together for joy the past
the present and the future were and are with him one eternal

now 23

because of this quote as well as passages in the scriptures and
elsewhere we offer the possibility that time as we perceive it may
itself be a dimension and that those existing in higher dimensions
may view time in its entirety see alma 408 just as one could see the
entire grand canyon from the air but could only see a small portion
at a time if traversing it on foot we offer this idea as a suggestion
and forgo its exploration at present

conclusion
lest any of our readers misunderstand the nature and purpose of

this article we emphasize the following

1 we do not claim to have proved or established
anything nor do we think our ideas are provable at this
time we are only exploring possible though to us
somewhat satisfying explanations of certain passages of
scripture and statements by major LDS authorities

2 we do not claim that our explanations of these
passages are correct merely possible

3 we do not claim that the concept of hyperspace
resolves anything though we do feel that it both simplifies

21jdD 3375
22mosesmoses 1 and 7 ether 325 26 mormon 835 isaiah 29 etc

23 smith23smith teachings p 220 see also dacd&c 84100
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concepts and forms an apparently consistent framework in
which to contemplate

4 though we have not restricted ourselves exclusive-
ly to accepted ideas we do not find our comments to be at
odds with LDS doctrine or teachings rather our specula-
tions offer a more comfortable explanation of some
heretofore difficult to understand concepts and occur-
rences

the purpose of this paper has been to consider the possibility of
hyperdimensional realms using scripture and statements of promi-
nent LDS authorities as principal sources we invite further discus-
sion on the subject we suggest these additional areas of exploration

1 A new survey of religious and philosophical books
written on the subject

2 A study of religious language intimating hyper-
dimensional references such as the passage from isaiah

3 A study of the nature of man including birth
body spirit relationships and near death and clinical
death descriptions from LDS literature and other sources

4 an analysis of indications found in such sources as
apocryphal literature literature from other religions and
comments from other LDS authorities

5 some speculation on the physics of the situation
for example a very small 4 D thickness might become
significant on a subatomic level how might that affect
particle behavior

6 some contemplation on how the idea of higher
dimensions might affect our perceptions of ourselves of
our relationship with god and of our understanding of
the universe

investigation of these and other related topics may lead us to a
greater understanding of the nature of existence and our position
therein we hope that such an understanding will humble us
through a tiny glimpse of the glory of god and will help us to draw
closer to our eternal father to follow in his footsteps forever

when I1 consider thy heavens the work of thy fingers the moon
and the stars which thou has ordained

what is man that thou art mindful of him and the son of man
that thou visitestvisi test him

for thou hast made him a little lower than the angels
psalms 83 5
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the Msthistoriansoriansorlans corner

edited by james B alienallenailen

historical research sometimes takes on a very personal flavor as it
did recently when donald Q cannon discovered that one of his
ancestors was the last mormon to hear the final testimony of the last
of the three witnesses to the book of mormon in this issue of the
historians corner professor cannon uses this incident to
demonstrate the value of comparing primary and secondarysourcessecondary sources in
attempting to validate historical claims

the second item in this issue comes from ronald K esplin
whose continuing study ofofbrighambrigham young has given him some im-
portant insight into various personal characteristics of this pioneer
leader he has used the publication of a tender heartwarminghearthwarmingheartwarming letter
written by brigham young in 1840 as an opportunity to illustrate
some of these characteristics

ANGUS M CANNON AND DAVID WHITMER
A COMMENT ON HISTORY AND historical METHOD

donald Q cannon

angus M cannon was apparently the last latter day saint to
hear david whitmerswhittersWhitmers testimony concerning the origin of the book
of mormon david whitmer was the last to die of the three
witnesses who testified that a heavenly angel had shown them the
plates from which the book of mormon was translated

the first inkling I1 had of angus cannons association with david
whitmer came through reading a newsletter of the george cannon
family association As a great grandson of angus cannon I1 read the
november 1973 issue of the cannon chronicle with great interest
because it contained the following lead article

donald Q cannon is a professor of ofchurchchurch history and doctrine religious instruction brigham young university
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1I angus M cannons story of david whitmerswhittersWhitmers testimony
as told by charles F solomon march 2 1952

the writer charles F solomon was intimately acquainted and
lived and traveled with president angus M cannon who was the son of
ann quayle and george cannon the immigrant charles F solomon
lived in salt lake in beatrice cannon evans neighborhood and re-
counted this experience with her grandfather angus M cannon at
her request he wrote this so that we can all share it

in the year of 1897 president cannon told me he was on the 25
day ofjanuaryofjanuary 1888 returning from the east and concluded to call at the
home of david whitmer in richmond missouri who was one of the
three witnesses to the book of mormon president cannon found david
whitmer on his death bed with his wife and family around his bed his
wife mrs whitmer asked president cannon to remain with them
which he did and before mr whitmer passed away he said he wanted
his entire family to know for assurityassurity that he did hear the voice of the
lord and he did see the angel of the lord and hear them both testify
the book of mormon was translated correctly and did contain a true and
correct record of christs teachings and the history of the ancient in-
habitants of this continent

president cannon stated that he remained in richmond for the
funeral of david whitmer and on 26 ofofjanuaryjanuary 1888 he walked down
the street and saw three elderly men standing together he addressed
them saying did any of you men know david whitmer to which
one replied we all knew him very well president cannon said did
any of you ever hear him deny the divine authenticity of the book of
mormon to which one of the men replied see that saloon right there
we took him in there one day and knowing that he liked liquor we got
him thoroughly intoxicated and I1 said now dave what have you got
to say about that old book of mormon the man told president
cannon mr whitmer had a cap on his head which he removed and
held in his left hand over his heart raised his right hand to the square
and said gentlemen I1 will have to admit you have got me thoroughly
intoxicated but I1 positively cannot deny the truthfulness of the book of
mormon I1 did hear the voice of the lord I1 did see the angel and hear
both of them declare the truthfulness of this record

respectfully

charles F solomon

As I1 read this article I1 became very skeptical about its authentici-
ty having been trained as a professional historian and having
taught history at the college level for several years I1 was suspicious
because of the nature of the source it was a secondhand
reminiscence of an event that took place sixty four years earlier
charles F solomon who did not experience the event was relating
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from his memory in 19521932 something that supposedly happened to
angus M cannon in 1888 but that president cannon did not tell
him about until 1897 such evidence is always suspect by historians

my original feelings of skepticism were suddenly transformed in-
to a spirit of acceptance however as I1 in working on a current
research project was reading the angus M cannon journals record-
ing excerpts and writing notes and commentary the journals consist
of seventy two volumes located at the library archives historical
department of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints in salt
lake city while studying the journal for 1888 1I was delighted to
find the following passage which seemed to confirm that my ancestor
was indeed the last to hear the testimony of david whitmer

jan 7 1888 sat

I1 took RR temterntermtemm at lexington junction and reached richmond after going
8 miles where I1 got breakfast at hotel and visited david whitmer 83
years old that day he said my friend if god ever uttered a truth the
testimony I1 now bear is true I1 did see the angel of god and beheld the
glory of the lord and he declared that record true I1 felt I1 should be
the last stranger to hear it

I1 immediately recognized the relationship of this diary entry to
the story recounted by charles F solomon although charles
solomon clearly embellished the account the essential facts were sup-
ported by the journal entry indeed angus M cannon was probably
the last member of the church to hear the testimony of the last sur-
vivor of the three witnesses I11

here is a fascinating example of the difference between a
reminiscence and a journal entry the reminiscence recalls the essen-
tial core issues but also adds detail and color which probably were not
part of the original experience the diary entry on the other hand
refines and sharpens the image produced by the reminiscencereminiscence it con-
tains the facts as recorded by the observer at the time of the event
both kinds of sources are important in helping us understand the
past in this instance both sources tell us that angus M cannon was
the last of the latter day saints to hear the testimony of david
whitmer 2

for more information on people who visited with david whitmer see richard L anderson the most
interviewed witness the improvement era may 1969 ppap 76 83

agusngus M cannon visited with and heard david whitmer bear his testimony of the book of mormon
7 january 1888 david whitmer died 25 january 1888 B H roberts A comprehensive history of the
church ofjesusof berusjesusberuf christ oflatterof latter day saints 6 vols provo utah brigham young university press 1965
1144
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INSIDE BRIGHAM YOUNG ABRAHAMIC TESTS
AS preparation FOR leadership

ronald K esplin

recently a competent observer and writer on the mormon past
read to a literary group a chapter of an unpublished work discussion
followed on the suffering and sacrifice associated with many of
brigham youngs demands upon the saints the audience wondered
how he could make such requests were his perceptions untempered
by an appreciation of the human pain and sacrifice involved it was
concluded that the church leader was neither naturally sensitive nor
was he taught by experience to feel the cost of what he asked the
discussion was not necessarily critical of brigham young it was
agreed only that certain harsh exigencies often demand this type of
leadership

the fact that competent students of the mormon past could
agree on a conclusion so out of harmony with president youngs real
inner character highlights the difficulty of getting at a mans motiva-
tions and deepest emotions As with many public figures brigham
youngs public persona and popular stereotypes interfere with
understanding the man highly disciplined he seldom allowed his
tender emotions to surface publicly nor do most of his letters com-
ing to us through a clerks hand preserve certain important nuances
of his personality

rare personal holograph writings where brigham young bares
his soul during times of trial provide some of the best windows to his
inner self of these none is better than a recently available
holograph letter from brigham young written while he was in
england to his wife who remained in nauvoo by considering this
important letter in its larger historical setting we come to better ap-
preciatepreciate the qualities of brigham youngs personality that have long
been obscured but that really were the basis for his leadership
qualities that his people responded to

in april 1838 a revelation through joseph smith counseled
brigham young to settle on his newly purchased missouri farm until
I1 shall command him to go hence and not to leave his family until

ronald K esplin a phd candidate in history at brigham young university is a research historian in the
history division of the historical department of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
city utah
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they are amply provided for I11 but violence and the forced removal
from missouri followed a short season of respite with his family and
soon brigham was needed again in the ministry in spite of the fact
that his family like most of the refugee mormonscormonsMormons was penniless

nothing could have been more difficult for brigham than to
leave his family poorly housed without provisions and prostrated by
sickness yet duty was unmistakable the very circumstances that
had impoverished his family had also shattered the church it was
imperative joseph explained to seek new blood and new resources in
england and there was a promise while he was away on the lords
errand his family would be protected and provided for without
hesitation though not without pain he embarked

it was september 1839 when brigham young and heber C
kimball left the mississippi river bottoms that would become
nauvoo brighamsBrighams family members all sick with river fevers were
poorly housed with other missouri refugees in abandoned fort des
moines on the iowa side of the river his wife mary ann had
delivered a baby girl only ten days before brigham also suffering
from river sickness required assistance even to walk

by the time they arrived in england elder youngs health had
improved enough to lead the twelve in a highly successful mission
trusting his family to god freed his mind and energies for missionary
service still he could not forget his distant loved ones nor could
he suppress entirely the longing to be with them again to labor with
his own hands to protect and provide for his own

this letter really a series of letters was written more than a
year after brighamsBrighams last glimpse of his wife and children and many
months after he left the shores of his beloved america it reveals an
important quality of this future church leader seldom seen in the
records of his public activities his deep concern and affection for his
family and equally important his great empathy for the families of
all those with whom he was associated further comment on the
significance of this side of his personality will follow the document 2

joseph smith jr history odtheof the church ofjesusofjesus christ oflatterof lafterlatterlaffer day saints ed BH roberts 7 vols
2ndand ed rev salt lake city deseret book co 1957 323 hereafter cited HC

2after2afteidafter many years in private hands this holograph letter was recently donated to the historical depart-
ment of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints and is here reprinted with their permission
paragraphing has been supplied along with minimum punctuation for clarity personal and place names and
the first word of each sentence have been capitalized even in cases where they were not in the original spell-
ing and grammar remain the same as in the document
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mrs mary A young manchester oc 16 1840
nauvoo post office
hancock county via steam ship packet no0o I11 chapman street
state of illinois to halifax and

north america boston

once more I1 take my pen to wright to you it is about five weaks sence I1 wrote it
was sent by brother theodore turley who saied from liverpool the 7 of september
with about 200 of the brethren we have not hered from them yet but think we
shall before long brother parley P pratt that left here the first ofjuly for new
york for to bring his famelytamely we have not hered a word from him we have hered of
orson hyde ajohn&john E pages starting for jerusalemforjerusalem but have not seenescene them yet
we hope we shall before we leve england they doe not apearabear to progress in there
jornyborny much faster then we did I1 am verry anciousaccious to have them arlve here for I1 long
to see them brother levi richards wrote from richmond july the 18th if I1 reculect
right he stated in his letter that about 10 of the bretherinetherinbretheronBr would start from new
york the first of september I1 hope they will be here soon for we want help in the
vinyard the work is grate in this country and to all apperenceappetenceappe rence it will be verry short
for nothing but destruction awatesabates this nation it will spedillyspedilly be upon them I1 have
not herd who is acoming but I1 trust they will be good men that will be sent for
churelychurell it requires men of strong mind and determined persistence to due all things
right & then due nothing more

I1 find I1 am not in america althou there is carsly scarcely a night but what I1

dreme of being in my own native country with some of my old frendstrends brother 0
pratt received a letter from his wife and one from dr lucien R foster dated
september they boath stated that the families of the etherinbretherinbretheronBr ware all well which
gave me feelings of joy to here from my wife and children while in a far contrycantry I1 am
rejoiced to here that you are this side kofloflof the missicippy river I1 hope you and the
rest of the etherinbretherinbretheronBr will have the priveledgepriveledge of staying their in the nauvoo area till
we returnebeturne and could wish that we might still have the prevelige of staying their and
makeingmareing our selves comfortblecomfortablecomfort ble

I1 trust within one year from this time I1 shall have the priveledgeprive ledge kofloflof injoyingenjoyinginjoying the
society of my famelytamely I1 feel as though their faceses would look and voices sound better
then ever before how I1 long to see my wife and children when I1 let my mind
meditate upon past scenes and the brielstriels we have past through to gether I1 feelebeele as
thou I1 could not concent to be so far from them and whare I1 cannot administer to
their comfort but so it isis and I1 must be content one thing I1 have to say prase god
for it I1 have wanted for nothing but what I1 could get all of my wants have ben
suplied there has ben an efectualeffectual dore opened for us sence we left home could I1
be sure that my famely fared as well as I1 due I1 would be happy still I1 have not ben
concerned about them for the lord said by the mouth of brotherjosephBrothebrother rjosephjoseph that they
should be provided for and I1 believed it and through the goodness of god I1 have
ben anabledenabled to send some little help to you which I1 hope you have unjoyedinjoyed the good
of in a degree

we have past through scenes that when I1 think of it causes my hart to greve
and morn your scenes in kirtland and going up to mos missouri your sickness
the summer we ware there and fortugueportuguefortugue fatigue comming out of the state I1 never
want you to moovehoove agan unless I1 am with you if it can be so but I1 trust I1 shall be
recounciled to all things knowing that all shall worke to gether for good especilyespecily to
them that love the lord and I1 think we have grate reson to love and serve him to
think that we have the priveledgepriveledge of seeing and knowing what we doe in these last
days while thousands are in midnight darkenessharkenessdarkeness
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sence we have ben in manchester we have don all that we posablyposable could to
spread this work we have succeeded in makeingmareing the priest mad so that they rave
like demonds we keepe baptiseingBaptiseing every weak which causes much persecution
we have baptisedbaptizedBaptised som of the old westlyansWest lyans which makes them feelebeele verry uneasy

I1 am with brother willard richards at present his wifescifeswifes sisterjennettesister jennette has
got a fine boy his name is heborjohnHeborjohn he was born last sabath the 11 ofpfostpfoctoct about
10 C AM brother and sister richards talks much about you he thinks he has got
the best woman for his wife that there is in the world excepexcel you their is non better
in his eye then coson mary ann brother heber C kimball is with me we are ago-
ing to leve here soon for preston and liverpool on som buysnessbunsnessbuysness concerning the book
of mormon 3 when we get through with our buysnessbunsnessbuysness in this part of country we ex-
pect to go to london to spend the winter or the most of it their 4 I1 think it will be
an advantage to my helth I1 doe not enjoy good heth in this place though my helth is
much better then it was I1 trust I1 shall regain my heth agan by a nother year if 1 I

could be in a warm contrycantry it would be better for me
I1 som expect som to goe in to hamburgh germany beforbedfor I1 return home we

have one elder there I1 hope there will be a church there before we leve this contrycantry
their is a smal branch in ireland brother theadoahtheadoarTheadoah theodore curtis from new
york is laboring their brothers johndohn taylor and hiram clarkdarkoark is on the ilehellelie of man
the work takes grate hold their

four days later october 20

20 yesterday about 2 oclock in after noon brother PP pratt his wife wifescifeswifes
sister and children aridedarived here in manchester brothers kimball & richards and my
self had jest recievedrelievedrecieved two letters one from orson hyde he was in pheledelphy
brother page was not with him he thought he should come with brother pratt the
other letter was from fatherjohnFathefather johnrjohn smith to george smith we ware just rejoycingrejoicing for
the knewskanews from america when P pratt and famelytamely aridedarived I1 know now am at
liberty to goe to other places to preach and attend to business br P pratt had a long
jornyborny 37 days going to new york 34 on there return to liverpool but they are all
well and in good spirits but I1 think they will get enuphenuch of old england before one
year roles around I1 am glad that my famelytamely is in americaandamerica and if it was the will of the
lord I1 should be willing to be their my self though I1 am contented here at present 5

how much I1 think of the children I1 want them to be good children I1 pray
for you all continually that god will preserve you from all evel from sickness and from
sin my daughter elizabeth be a good girl love and serve the lord with all your
hart stay at home goe not into company unless it is among humble ones let your
mother direct you in all things I1 pray the lord to preserve you and the rest of the

3theathe twelve apostles published the book of mormon in liverpool during their mission
inserted at comercorner of manuscript page

mr brigham young
52 iron monngor row st luke church
london
in care of henry connor

direct all of your letters to me after you receive this as above states as I1 expect to spend the winter and spring
their B young

forpor brigham youngs reactions to england see ronald W walkers the willard richards and brigham
young 5 september 1840 letter from england to nauvoo brigham young university studies 18 spring
1978 466 74 thoroughly american brigham young did not think england compared favorably with the
land of his birth
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children I1 havesenthave sent you somsorn presents but I1 have one for you and vilate that I1 keep
till I1 corn home and bring it to you my self elizabeth doe not run about anny but
take good care of your heth and take care of the little children and mind your
mother I1 want my daughter vilate to be a good girl and mind your mother spend
all the time you can get in studying your book and instructing the little children

ten days later

oct 30 1I jest arrived in liverpool with brother kimball there was a letter here
fore him from his wife it gave us good knewskanews from our famelysfamelis except the sickness of
elizabeth and vilate which I1 hope is over by this time I1 aske my hevenlyheverly father to
preserve my famely till I1 beturnereturne home how I1 long to see my famely or know they
are well and provided for so that they doe not suffer for food and rament and I1

know that the church is poor and itit isis as much as they can doe to attend to without
doing enythinganythingeny thing for my farfamelynely I1 know they would have done something if they
could but they cannot 6 sister kimball states in hir letter that you boath had re
cleved a present we sent you I1 am thankeful that I1 had it in my power to send you
som assistenceassistencyassistence and be fore this I1 hope you have recivedreceived somsorn things from br turly
which will cause you to rejoice I1 think

last weak brother kimball and my self left manchester for preston and liverpool
on buisnessguisnessbuisness about the book of mormon last monday a letter came to preston from
br richards stated that br lorenzo snow had aridedarived from nauvoo had brought a
letter from you and one from presedentjosephpresedentprecedentPresedent joseph smith in ancer to mine to him we
wrote to manchester to have br richards to keep all the letters till we returnebeturne to that
place when I1 corn to your letter I1 excpet I1 shall want to wright agane but I1 doe not
know what the knewskanews will be but hope it will be good the worke of the lord isis rol-
ing on in this contrycantry the elders are going in every direction to preach the people
are recivingreceivingreciving there testemonytestimonytestemony and they are building up churches in meny parts of the
land the book of mormon will not be out of press as soon as we expecdexpend but we shall
get it to the people as soon as we can

I1 beelefeele to say a fue words of what past yesterdy we ware inin south port at the
house of sister dickson brother peter mellen melling the patriarch was there he
was fild with the holy spirit of the lord which was upon him he provesideProveside proph-
esied concerning things which caused my hart to rejoice in the lord I1 feelebeele to say
no more about it at present but may hereaffhereafterter

sister kimball stated in hir letter there had ben about 50 dethsbeths this seson this
gives paneofpaneffpane of hart but still I1 feelebeele they are better offofffl there then they are here
nauvoo is a sickelybickely place I1 think the mob will not truble them selves about the saints
while they are in nauvoo I1 expect I1 should hardly know the place if 1 I were to come
home now and my children will grow out of my knowledge so things will will sic

apearabear strange to me no doubt when I1 doe come I1 hope and pray you will not have so
much trial to pass through as to alter you so I1 shall not know
you sister vilate says your house could hardly be caud called a shelter this makes
me feel bad but I1 will doe all I1 can for you to help you to make you and the
children comfortable while I1 am in the vinyard

ginin spite of a church resolution 4 august 1839 that the twelve proceed on their mission as soon as
possible and that the saints provide for their families during their absence brigham young had no illusion
about church resources to do so HC 45
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doe tell mee somthingsomethingsomthing about thomas B marsh when you wright agan if you
can and tell me about him 7 1I have som dreams about him and others sister kim-
ball allsoaleso states that brjosephbrjosephsrjoseph smith was agoing to send for som of the elders to come
home and takcaretakecare of their famelies perhaps I1 am one of them I1 have not seenescene his
letter yet I1 think we shall get home jesteboutjestebout the right time I1 want the lord to con-
duct the hoihol matter for I1 doe not feelebeele as though I1 could doe enny thing with out
him the lord must guide me or I1 shall goe rong

how doe the church feelebeele about brjosephbrjosephsrjoseph smith at this time Is there feelings
agantagana him I1 have ben informed he has said the brotherinbrotherenBro therin would for sake him and
som of them would seckebecke his life and he would have to swim the mississippi river
to get out of their hands 8 I1 shall be glad when the church understand things and
lern that the lord is god and he will takcaretakecare of his own work and moses will doe the
work the lord tells him to doe may the lord preserve us from provoking him as the
children ofoflsrealisreal did the lord and moses in there day I1 aske one thing of the lord
god the eternallsternallEternall father in the nameflame ofjesusofjesus christ that is that our moses9mosess that the
lord has given us may live to see the winding up scene of this generation sin and in
etquity destroyed from the face of the earth anand djesusjesus come to raign with his people
on the earth and he go into the promise caneneonCaneneon canaan

to brotherjosephbrotherBrothe rjosephjoseph young we wish you and your brethren the presedentspresidents of
the 70ts would send som faithfull elders that are men of judgment and that is
capable of buyldingbuildingbuylding up the church and managenmanagan things in the church and also
see the presedentprecedentPresedent of the hy priest quorum and send som high preast we have
hered their is som on the way but we have seenescene non lorenzo snow is in man-
chester we want menny brothers hadlock reuben hedlockbedlockHed lock and hiram clark
will soon be gone over with companyscompanascompanys the saints have got a start for togetherto gether to
america and goe they will and nothing can stop them and itit isis nessarylessary tosendrosendto send
some one of the america brotherinbrotherenBro therin with them but for hevenbeven sake due not send men
here that is to big to be counsledcounseledcounsled we doe not want men to leve there famelies to suf-
fer for we can see enuphenuch of poverty here with out here hearing of it from home
among the church there

some have sailed for new orleans brother mulner samuel mulliner and
som famelies from scotland they have ben gone about 2 weaks we expect a com-
pany to start about the first of february proviblyprovablyProvibly br hadlock will goe with them A
nother company in spring early as posable and sofolosofolnsoon they will have so much of
the spirit of getheringertheringe therin that they would goe if they knew they would die as soon as they
got there or if they knew that the mob would be upon and drive them as soon as
they got there they have the spirit of the times here as well as the church there
they get the spirit of provisiprovasi prophecy upon them and they tell many things that is

thomas B marsh was president of the quorum of the twelve when he left the church in missouri
1838 leaving brigham young as senior member and president of the quorum

note the fore shadowing ofofjosephsjosephs death including his crossing the mississippi river to escape events
that when acted out four years later would thrust brigham young to the head of church administration had
joseph anticipated that event as early as 1840

9thosethose aware of brigham youngs leadership after josephs death have often likened him to a latter day
moses to brigham young the disciple joseph smith was clearly our moses an analogy he used more
than once
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about so and all we can due is to laugh at them a little and so pass itit off 10 there will
be a grate menny comming next seson

I1 wish you would get councel from br josephbrjosephsrjoseph smith and doe acordinlyacordinly we will
not ask you to send more elders to us then we send to you A change of pasters

pastures makes fat calves so it is in comparsoncomparisoncomparson with the elders they due better in
a strange contrycantry then in there own as a general thing give my love to your wife
jane and the children and to all my frifriendslends I1 have not time and paper to men-
chen names I1 remember all of them I1 am your br in the new cv covenant
brigham young

mary I1 shall not have time and room to say much more to you at present I1 shall
wright agan soon as I1 trust you will be anabledenabled to take letters out of the office I1

dremeddeemed last night of seeing the house whare you live & that it looked very open and
cold I1 feelebeele for you tell the brsars of the first presedentprecedentPresedent presidency my love to
them I1 want you to see br truman angel for meme and if you can due enny thing for
him due it for me or my sake give my love to mother angel and careoline I1 am
glad that you have not come a way from that contrycantry I1 trust I1 shall have plashierblashierplashier of
seeing that contrycantry agan I1 am rejoiced to here that the brotherinbrotherenBro therin are settin up west
and north take good care of the little children I1 have sent som presents to the
children I1 am your husbenausben and

frendtrend in the everlasting covenant brigham young

note brigham young penned three postscripts before finally posting the let-
ter the last short greeting being added after the letter was sealed and addressed

mary take no concern about me for I1 am doing as well as I1 can and fare as well as I1 can
ask the brotherenbrotherinBrotherin and sisters would pluck out there eyes for me if it ware nessarylessarynessary
they due all they can for my comfort they feed me and give me close and monny
they wash my feet and wate upon me as they would a little child and may the lord
bless them for it and he will and they shall stand upon mount zion

the climet dos not agree with me in this contrycantry I1 expect to try london this
winter to see how that place will agree with me though my helth is a grate deal better
then it was when I1 first came here the helth of all the bretheren is better be of
good chere the time will soon come when we shall meet agan and rejoice to gether I1

suposestupose the time seemes long to you and the children that I1 am gon it would seemebeeme
longer ware it not the will of lord when I1 think how diligantdiligentdiligant you are and how
faithful to my famelytamely and willing to suffer for the sake of my going to preach the
gospel you must be blest and blest you shall be I1 pray the lord to bles you and I1

bles you and all the faithful sisters so farewell

I1 am now in liverpool but shall goe to manchester to morrow or next day shall
see br snow and find out more about things I1 want to here from br sidney rigdon
and know how he is and br G roberson george W robinson give my love to
them tell my brothers acordingaccording to the flesh to not come here till I1 beturnereturne home
may the lord bless you and the children and preserve your lives and helthesfeltheshel thes I1 am as
ever

bro kimball sends his love to you and the children and all the frendstrends

lolojosephjosephleojoseph and hyrum smith both instructed the elders that only the first principles of the gospel should be
taught abroad additional doctrines should be taught only in nauvoo where priesthood direction could in-
sure their correctness in the spirit of this principle brigham young chose to treat doctrinal questions and
speculations even when prompted by the spirit with humor rather than with confirmation or denial
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elder young returned to nauvoo in the spring of 1841 to find his
family well A few weeks later he learned through joseph that the
lord recognized the successful completion of his trial

dear and wellbelovedwell beloved brother brigham young verily thus saith
the lord unto you my servant brigham it is no more required at your
hand to leave your family as in times past for your offering is acceptable
to me

I1 have seen your labor and toil in journeyings for my name I1

therefore command you to send my word abroad and take especial care
of your family from this time henceforth and forever

no more would he travel abroad leaving his family a year or
more at a time but shorter missions continued the summer of
1843 for example found him again on assignment in the east with
his family ill in nauvoo though he had largely recovered from his
almost fatal illness of the winter before his own health was still poor
deeply concerned about his family he had already sent five letters
homeward without response before writing again on 17 august

when I1 was so sick I1 thought if I1 could only be home I1 should be
thankful there is no place like home to me nonetheless if only
he had health to labor he was willing to leave home and all that is
deare to me for the sake of the gospel you and I1 he wrote mary
ann must take some masure to recover our helth or we shall not last
a grate meny years and I1 want that we should live for meny years yet
and due much good on the earth 12

indeed continuing sickness was the reason that mary ann had
not written sooner the day before brigham young posted the above
letter mary ann had finally written my dear and well beloved hus-
band she began while our litle family is quiretlyquiretly resting in bed
which has been very seldom for four weeks past she could steal a
few moments to write a tale of suffering and sickness she and the
children had been ill with everything from influenza and scarlet fever
to little mary s canker so she did not swallow for ten or eleven days
eny thing but drink daughter vilate had just taken sick

in a very severe manner so she appeared nigh unto death but through
mercy of god and the utmost exertion she is quite comfortable the
children are all getinggating better and I1 can truly say I1 feel thankful for I1 am
much worn down with standing over them by day and by night and
hearing their cries with pain and distress oftimesofttimes calling for father to

doctrine & covenants section 126
12 12brighambrigham young to mary ann young 17 august 1843 western americana beinecke library yale

university
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come and lay hands on them I1 am shure it pierced my heart with much
sorrow there has some children died with the same disease our family
has had

in closing mary ann assured her husband that she had had enough
provisions for the family and then declared

I1 do not want to say things to you to trouble you you must excuse me
for saying so much about the distress we have passed through I1 feel
sometimes as though I1 could never get eny thing else on my mind may
the lord bless you and make you an instrument of doing much good
you have all our prairspeairs 13

one can easily imagine brighamsBrighams feelings upon receipt of such a
letter less than two weeks later willard richards wrote to inform
him of the death of little mary ann 1 I have called to see them many
times & prayed for & with them willard explained to his friend as
he provided the details ofofbrighamsbrighamsBrighams childs passing little mary
had every thing done for her possible by this I1 mean her mother has
been supported to watch over & administer to her child her ability
& faithfulness you know 14

brigham young and his family learned pain and suffering
firsthand and together learned to rely on the lord as sustenance and
balm inevitably experiences like these influenced his leadership
and prepared him to know and appreciate the sacrifices of his people
after he returned to england elder young stressed to new mis-
sionariessionaries their responsibility to provide well for their families before
departing he and his brethren had left their families destitute only
by special command & god promised to provide for them but
god does not require the same of the elders now they must take
care of their families 15 over the years of brigham youngs
leadership this advice remained constant

president youngs personal understanding of the trauma of a
husband and father called to leave home led to another kind of advice
that taken out of context helped create the image of harshness in an
age of slow travel and poor communication a missionary had to
muster the faith to trust his distant family to god let a man suffer
his mind to be drawn out all the time after his family and he will
become inactive in the work of the lord thus his frequent
reminder

13marymary ann young to brigham young 16 august 1843 brigham young papers church archives salt
lake city utah

willard14wiflard richards to brigham young 28 august 1843 brigham young papers
15 15generalgeneral minutes collection 10 april 1843 church archives
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when you leave understand it you have neither wife nor children you
have handed them all overover to the lord jesus christ let the brethren go
and say I1 will keep my eyes straight before me on the object of my mis-
sion and not look behind me to my family 16

true to the thrust of his faith and labors but with exaggeration as he
stressed the ideal he reminisced

in my first administrations in the gospel when I1 went out to preach
I1 would leave my family and friends in the hands of the lord and I1 gave
them no further thought I1 did not think about wife children
home native land or friends but my thoughts were on the great work
before me this should be the state of our feelings continually 17

the truth is that he did think of his family and felt deeply the
trials and suffering of his fellow saints but he disciplined himself to
keep private his emotions

there is not a father who feels more tenderly towards his offspring and
loves them better than I1 love this people my heart yearns after
them with all the emotions of tenderness so that I1 could weep like a
child but I1 am careful to keepmykeep my tears to myself 18

because of this reticence public glimpses into his deep sensitivity and
empathy are rare one of these occurred september 1848 as
brigham enteredreenteredre his new zion this time his family in tow
never to leave the great basin again he was filled with joy and
gratitude that an era of wandering and tribulation was now ended
his emotions overflowed as he addressed the saints

I1 also trust to have command over my feelings to speak in a childlike
spirit and yet with the confidence and courage of a man although it
may be hard to suppress my feelings perhaps not another person in
this congregation has the sensations I1 have this people have been

scattered and driven homeless and houseless scattered in a world
friendless not knowing where to go this is but a small portion
of that weight that has been on my shoulders I1 have felt their suffer-
ings and all their feelings from the death of joseph till now I1 doubt if
there are four persons that feels as I1 do having to guard every mo-
ment from bursting intointo tears and sitting down like a child we are

16 16sermonsermon 28 august 1852 journal ofdiscoursesof Discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot
18518555 1886 reprint ed 1967 6276 hereafter citedjdcited JD

7sermonsermon ca june 18651865dJD 1111116116ilg
sermon 9 april 18521821852jdJD 149 one month earlier brigham young had said my feelings sympathize

so with the injured that I1 am grieved and distressed and my head aches and large drops of cold sweat sit
upon my brow and no man or woman knows anything about my feelings and I1 do not want them to know

I1 calculate to carry my own sorrows just as long as I1 live and when I1 go to the grave I1 expect them to go
there sermon 4 march 18521852jd18527dJD 131 brigham young was not one who could express such feelings easily
even when he would in 1849 he confessed to the twelve 1 I never cry all disappointments losses & crosses
never bring a tear this in spite of remembering that upon the death ofofjosephjoseph 1 I felt as tho my head would
crack minutes 12 february 1849 brigham young papers
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here thank the almighty god of israel I1 say brothers and sisters
please to receive my warmest thanks and receive the choisestchoicestchoisest blessings of
the lord 19

brigham young personally experienced poverty sickness and
want he ached when forced to leave his children and beloved mary
ann improvident such sacrifice common in his early career made
him fully aware of the price his later presidential leadership exacted
part of his success as a leader lay in his ability to demand sacrifice for
the gospel even though he knew well and felt personally what he was
asking indeed such shared experience helped create the bond be-
tween brigham young and his people at his request and under his
direction they gave their all

9thomas19thoma5bthomas bullock minutes 24 september 1848 church archives clerks abbreviations expanded
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book reviews

TULLIS F LA MOND ed mormonism A faith for all cultures
provoprovoutahutah brigham young university press 1978 365563565 ppap 8958.95895

reviewed by ishmael stagner assistant professor of education at brigham young
university hawaii campus laie hawaii

mormonism A faith for all cultures is a book that ought to be
read by all adult members of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day
saints even though it has some problems it is too long in parts that
could be cut too short in parts that should have been expanded and
too academic throughout almost making it unreadable for the
average member of the church this is unfortunate because it is one
of the most provocative informative faith promoting and intellec-
tually stimulating church books I1 have read in a very long time too
little is written in the church about the mormon experience out-
side the white english speaking wasatch front when we hear
about pioneers we immediately think of handcartshand carts oxen and con
estogasestogal trekking across the american plains yet if the gospel of
jesus christ is to cover the earth and is to be appreciated for the
universality of its message then somehow we must recognize and
acknowledge contributions made by other people of other times of
other places of other languages Tultuitullisstunissbullissliss book makes such an at-
tempt and it is a mighty one

because it attempts to do so much in such a short space with so
few people in the absence of any definitive precedent the book has
some drawbacks it is actually three books in one an academic chris-
tian history an institutionalized LDS church history and a book of
personalized individual histories and testimonies to the student and
scholar the insights given by contributors such as hugh nibley ar-
thur henry king noel reynolds and douglas tobler are most in-
structivestruc tive and informative but they are so weighty as to be almost en-
tirely boring to the academically uninitiated if the gospel is to be for
all cultures hopefully it will also be for all members written in non-
academic language with simple nouns verbs adjectives and
sentences
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the selections on the history of the church in various parts of the
world ie germany austria switzerland italy france scan-
dinaviadinavia latin america philippines korea and japan are most
fascinating and among thehe most readable portions of the book of
particular interest to me is the testimony of bishop orlando rivera
especially his explanation of mormonism and the chicano it is a
scholarly yet a very human discussion of one of the great paradoxes
in the church why chicanos are not joining the church in the
numbers that their brethren in mexico and central and south
america are

without a doubt the section of the book which has the greatest
poignancy and spiritual uplift is the one containing personal
testimonies of local leaders involved in church growth while all the
testimonies and comments are outstanding the one that I1 like most is

that of president rhee ho nam of south korea his account of his
search for prospective church member spouses for his children is
simultaneously hilarious and sobering it reminds me of a statement
I1 once heard from a church member of a culture different from mine

the trouble with you is that you want me to be your brother but
not your brother in law president rhees presentation and subse-
quent testimony cogently remind us that the gospel doesnt change
it is people and their attitudes that do or ought to

president augusto lims explanations of the humbleness of the
typical filipino budget should remind us that among the strengths of
early mormonism were hard work frugality and thrift we need to
remember these values when we attempt to place our designed for
utah buildings in places where they dont fit or where the local
saints cannot even afford to use them

given the time frame for the presentation of these lectures and
discussions in the bicentennial year and the logistical considerations
for assembling any type of international group the twentyfivetwenty five par-
ticipants and contributors have done a herculean initiatory work but
much has been left out of mormonism A eaithfaithederaedlahealta for all cultures
areas such as the pacific and people such as the american indians
are totally ignored yet there must be something that could be
learned from the church s spectacularly successful experiences with
these cultures and peoples even more importantly if the gospel is

still to be taken to the great masses of the indian subcontinentsub continent the
african continent the chinese mainland and the arab world it
would seem that we would want to know more of the things we have
done right in the past in order to explore the ways we might be more
successful in the future perhaps one of the perspectives we might
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take is that rather than view the gospel as being threatening to culture
or peoples we might see it as being compatible with and supportive
of society if the gospel can be seen in this light then perhaps we
can accelerate even more spectacularly the missionary work for which
the church is already known and in this respect what lamond
tullis has done incomplete tentative and skewed though it ap-
pears is still a most promising beginning hopefully this book is

just that the beginning of more thought provoking and faith
promoting discussions of a church whose message is universal and 10lov-
ing

v
because its god is universal and loving

HESS WILFORD M RAYMOND T MATHENY and DONLU D
THAYER for volume II11 eds science andreligionundand religion toward a more

usefulusefuldialoguedialogue vols I1 and II11 geneva ill111111.ililiiiii paladin 1979 volvoivol1voilvolaI1
196 ppap 9509.50950 vol 11II 241 ppap 9509.50950

reviewed by william E evenson professor of physics brigham young university

the two volumes of science andreligionand religion towandatoward a more useful
dialogue the initial efforts of an intended series are the first works
on science and religion within a latter day saint framework which
deal substantially with the scientific questions of interest in religion
some thirty competent LDS scientists experts in their subject matter
explore some significant questions carefully and thoroughly in thirty
six different articles in spite of some problems and disappointments
these volumes of science andreligionundand religion far surpass in quality and value
anything else presently published on this subject for a mormon au-
dience they are an excellent source for the scientific background
that is necessary for an intelligent discussion of questions about gods
and mans relation to nature and the relationship of scientific and
religious methods of inquiry
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along with their strengths volumes I1 and II11 have serious
weaknesses inin defining the issues relating science to religion and in
addressing the implications for religion of the scientific questions
they discuss the philosophical and theological background of these
questions along with additional scientific discussion can best be
found in such non LDS books as lanian G barboursbarbouraBarbours issues in science
andreligionundand religion new york prentice hall 1966 it would be most in-
terestingte to address the religion side of science and religion from a
uniquely mormon perspective as carefully and thoughtfully as non
mormonscormons have done from their own perspective taking modern
science fully into account

SCIENCE AND RELIGION vol I1

the latter day saint who wants to understand how scientists
come to the conclusions they do about the nature of the physcial
universe the age of the earth the age and meaning of fossils and the
chronology and development of prehistoric cultures can profitably
turn to this volume

volume I1 is divided into four parts 1 science and religion as
the bases of modern life philosophical questions 2 the
science base for earth chronology earth chronology including a
mixture of several quite disparate dating techniques relating both to
features of the earth and to prehistoric cultural artifacts 3 revela-
tions from the earth fossils and their interpretation and
4 earth in the universe the physcial universe

the essays I1 found most valuable include dendrochronology
dating with tree rings by kimball T harper the principle of
uniformity and constancy of natural laws by W kenneth
hamblin and evolution of the physical universe by R grant
athay these papers are well organized and smoothly written and
they provide perspective for the work they discuss as well as for other
articles in the volume

although the other articles vary in quality most are well worth
reading I1 appreciated those papers that are straightforward in their
presentation with no apology such as the ones by clark bissell and
hamblin among others paleobotanic evidence of evolution by
william D tidwell contains much interesting data but it is not well
written or well organized and will be too technical for most readers

SCIENCE AND RELIGION vol II11

volume II11il is made up of three sections 1 the search for
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reconciliations treats such issues as the absence of an official
church position on organic evolution 2 the science of life
scientific aspects of organic and prebioticprebiotic evolution and 3 the

crown of creation man inherits the earth the physical and
cultural development of man

outstanding essays in volume II11 include in the beginning the
origin of life byjamesby james L farmer mechanics thermodynamics
and biological evolution by everett G larson A geologist looks
at evolution by william lee stokes and mans tie to the earth
A view from an anthropologist by ray T matheny

the paper by E G larson has a somewhat convoluted style and
is not easy to read but it is well organized and very carefully thought
through it makes a real contribution to a difficult subject
matheny s paper is rather too technical in places and the glossary
provided at the end is not an adequate solution however even
though the nonscientist may find it difficult reading he should find
it rewarding and worth the effort to understand there are many
other excellent papers in volume 11II virtually all of part 11II is well
done and informative as are the pieces by wade E miller in part 111IIIlii
and duane E jeffery in part I1

As good as it is there are also several serious problems in volume
II11 part I1 is a much more ambitious excursion into philosophy
theology and metaphysics than anything in volume I1 but it is a
great disappointment to find so much naivete and uncritical thought
in these efforts the essays by donluconlu D thayer and A lester alienallenailen
are reasonable occasionally insightful but of limited perspective
thayer relies almost entirely on louis J halles view of science allenalienailen
does not examine religious assumptions and lapses into apologetics

the real problems however are the second half of bruce W
warrens article and the paper byjohnby john A tvedtnes which go off into
the wild blue of unsupported speculation which more careful thought
would have avoided we should be able to think as carefully about
religion as we do about science warren writes about the earth
moon and sun as of increasingly larger size p 71 he divides
W W phelpssphelphsPhelpss 255525332.5332.5552535 billion years by four to obtain the length of a
day of creation p 70 even though 255523332.3332.5552535 billion years is just 7000

years of 1000 year long days 7000 years of the lords time then
warren builds a huge cosmology on creation days of 638750000638730000
years but his basis is thin air he introduces just enough biology
geology and astronomy to make a superficial case but not enough to
put together a coherent rather than ad hoc picture with even more
problems than warren tvedtnes writes in defense of a basically fun
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damentalist position unfortunately he is not sufficiently ac-
quaintedquain ted with the relevant science to make a valid contribution he
does not understand uniformitarianism and the role of catastrophic
events earthquakes volcanoes meteor showers etc in that point of
view he quotes selectively or at least naively from general
authorities relative to the creation of man in addition he uncritical-
ly introduces thoroughly discredited arguments on such subjects as

the flood and other catastrophic events in world history the
volume would be better without this paper yet even with these
serious lapses in part 1I volume 11II remains valuable for itsits excellent
discussion of scientific questions in parts II11il and III111ili

VOLUMES I1 AND II11

there are a few problems of a general nature in both volumes
first with some exceptions there is a critical lack of synthesis to con-
nect the essays the introductory article by the editors in volume I1

does not fill this role partly because of its philosophic naivete this is

a problem shared by almost all the papers of philosophical or
theological orientation except for john sorensonsSorensons brief essay the
perspective that could have been gained through study of non LDS
thought on science and religion is sorely missed

the lack of synthesis is a serious limitation on the science in these
books as well for example taking the various dating techniques
together and finding them remarkably consistent gives much greater
confidence than we could gain from any single approach while this
point is alluded to it is not made effectively this same problem
arises again in the discussion of other topics such as the analysis of the
fossil record

there are a few exceptions to this observation R grant athay s
article on the evolution of the universe weighs the range of arguments
for and against certain basic concepts briefly and necessarily super-
ficiallyficially but effectively W kenneth hamblinshamblingHamb lins brief essay to open
volume I1 part 111IIIlii helps provide perspective on both preceding and
following articles farmer larson stokes and matheny all con-
tribute substantially to the needed synthesis in volume 11II but
necessarnecessarilyilyllyliy ffromrom the context of their own topics I1 hope that in future
volumes the editors will provide more synthesis what really is need-
ed is a substantial synthesis article for each of the major themes
discussed

second many of the bibliographies seem dated some of the
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discussion of such topics as human evolution and dating techniques is

not as current as one would expect of a book with a 1979 copyright A
brief perusal of the bibliographies shows not only few references since
1973 or 1974 but also a clustering of references to articles from the
late 1960s and early 1970s this apparently came about because of
long delays in publication editor hess explained that the project
was begun seven or eight years ago approval for the involvement of
BYU faculty members was sought at that time from the BYU ad-
ministration the church commissioner of education and the ex-
ecutive committee of the board of trustees the response from these
bodies to the preliminary review was unanimously favorable and en-
couragingcouraging BYU press bookcraft and deseret book church related
publishers were all approached eventually with delays that extend-
ed the project several years all three publishers decided against
financing the publication of the books although BYU press agreed
to publish them if outside financing could be obtained the problems
of marketing considerations and economic timing precluded printing
such specialized material at that point paladin agreed to do the
books they have kept the price as low as possible in order to make
the books available to students and the editors and authors have
assisted by personally not receiving any royalties through at least the
first printing the authors did have a chance to revise their essays just
prior to publication and several added more recent references and
carefully updated their material

third there are wide variations in technical level and quality of
writing consequently science andreligionand religion is not to be read quick-
ly rather most readers will find reading one article at a time over a
longer period rewarding

although typographical errors are common serious scientific er-
rors are very few in volume 1I page 59 arthur wallace describes the
decay of carbon 14 atoms to boron 14 in fact carbon 14 decays to
nitrogen 14 but this error does not affect the rest of his article on
page 68 both the label on the vertical axis and the figure caption
should refer to square hydration thickness in microns squared

fourth some of the papers including the editors introductory
essay are occasionally defensive in tone toward perceived religious
views while the defensiveness is understandable in light of
dogmatic assertions many LDS scientists have been confronted with
it is unproductive and unnecessary any real dialogue on science and
religion can only take place with no condescending attitudes or defen-
sivenesssiveness there must be respect for the aims and methods of both
science and religion there must be willingness to listen and to
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withhold judgment until the evidence and our understanding war-
rant making judgments despite occasional defensiveness the
authors of this volume plainly respect spiritual as well as scientific
learning and show evidence of willingness to pursue the dialogue in
this spirit

in spite of the many problems in science and religion vols I1

and II11 they make a real contribution in presenting the sciesclescientificfinificfitific basis
of several issues relevant to religion the better essays make these
volumes well worth purchase and study by all thoughtful mormonscormons
with serious intellectual interests
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BRIGHAM YOUNG university STUDIES is a voice for the community of latter
day saint scholars contributions dealing with LDS thought history theology
and related subjects will receive first priority

BYU STUDIES is a serious venture into the study of the correlation of revealed
and discovered truth dedicated to the conviction that the spiritual and the in-
tellectualtellectual are complementary avenues of knowledge BYU STUDIES welweiwelcomescornes articles
from all fields of learning they should be written for the informed nonspecialist
rather than the specialized reader in the technical language of the field creative
work poetry short fiction drama is also welcomed

except for unusual cases contributions should not exceed 4000 words approx-
imately 15 double spaced typewritten pages manuscripts should conform to the
university of chicago press manual of style and footnotes should be placed on a

separate page at the end of the article
each author will receive twenty offprintsoffprints and three copies of the number in

which his contribution appears
send manuscripts to brigham young university dr charles D taretacetate jr edi-

tor brigham young university studies a283 JKBA provo utah 84602

brigham young universityUnitersity studies is being listed inin current conrContcontentsmismlsnis
behavioral social and management sciences

and in arts and humanities
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